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l)nion Lmboàieä in the LanÅscape, A New Lanàsca?e, a N¿w ?ituaL for
ZeLati o nsh i p T r ansiti o ns

by StephanieVoyce

There are currently a range of beautiful choices for outdoor weddings in
Manitoba. The settings generally include an arrangement of white tents, an arch
or a pergola, some flowers pots, gardens and folding chairs. But are we,
perhaps, missing out? ls there a place where guests can experience the spiritual
awareness that often accompanies a feeling of integration with the world; a place
where one can feel a very real part of our sensory-rich natural surroundings?

This Masters of Landscape Architecture practicum explores the design of an
outdoor environment that inspires guests to connect with the symbolic meaning
and/or spiritual message inherent in the naturalworld, during the wedding
ceremony. The shaping of this outdoor environment begins with the notion of
ritual procession: the experience of walking through the landscape being as
integral to the design as the sanctity of the wedding chapel, or grove, itself.
Likewise, building on the landscape's intrinsic qualities, focusing on aspects such
as seasonal fluctuation and sensory stimulation as ways to elicit the landscape's
emotive, spiritual content is fundamental to the purpose of this designed space.
Similarly, the use of archetypal elements are regarded as important in cultivating
spirituality and meaning which may be accessible to all people.
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This practicum is an exploration of union as situated in the
landscape. By the means of design, ihe goal is to connect
people with the symbolic meaning and/or spiritual message
inherent in the naturalworld, during the unioning ceremony.
The term union will be used to refer to the transition
undertaken as two people join their lives conjugally in a
committed and meaningful way, irrespective of legal or

The goal and objectives of this practicum may be
summarized as follows:

Goal
To design a new landscape ritual for relationship transitions:
To connect people spiritually (without reference to any
religious affiliation) to the landscape through the act of
unioning.

Objectives-1. 
To develop an awareness in the public of landscape
in relation to union.

2. To draw on the landscape to encourage a change in
perception of the spirituality of union rituals.

3. To draw upon old ritual customs as well as
contemporary landscape events/precedents, in the
fostering of union rituals which are relevant to our
present culture and prairie landscape.

4. To encourage freedom of expression in the
celebration of union in the landscape, regardless of
personal values, cultural affiliation, and/or belief
systems.

5. To design a place for celebrating union that looks
beyond the notion of landscape as merely stage
setting for rituals and events.
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This research had its beginnings in two arenas - my
personal convictions and my observance of societal trends,

Fersonal convictions

A longstanding conviction of mine is that taking time to
connect with nature has an important role to play in helping
to stabilize our fragile and hectic lives. This study reallyr
gained momentum when I became engaged and began to
look:at those convictions in the context of planning my own
marriage celebration. The realization that unioning outdoors
would create additional meaning in my ceremony (beyond
connecting to my partner), was paramount. To me, the
landscape is a metaphor for the rhythms and thresholds of
life. As such, I believe that the landscape can have a
significant role to play during a union, in reminding us of the
fleeting, changing moments in life as well as in inspiring us
to think beyond ourselves, to the interdependence of all life.

My experience with trying to integrate my own union in the
landscape was frustrating. The main disappointment was
that there were no existing facilities to be found in Winnipeg
that provided for the depth of experience in the landscape
desired by my fiance and myself. There were several
facilities where indoor elements were brought outside as a
decorative backdrop, but nowhere, in my estimation, was
there a place to truly integrate oneself in the landscape.

Socletal Ferspective

This work is also based on the recognition that there is a
certain part of our North American society that is currently
challenging the traditional status quo of weddings, seeking
new ways to make weddings more relevant to individual life
circumstances. Couples are now having themed weddings
where they don period attire, or event weddings where they
perform daring acts such as diving or parachuting together.
And becoming increasingly common is the "outdoor"
wedding.
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This chapter provides a broad literature review of all the
components of the practicum. Beginning with a definition of
ritual, the benefits of including ritual in one's life are
explored. Next, an in- depth look at meaning in the
landscape is undertaken, beginning with prehistoric humans'
strong grasp of the spiritual essence in nature and an
explanation of the concept of cosmological landscapes.
Descriptions of several historical and contemporary
landscape rituals and their significance are included: The
term union is then looked at in its entirety, beginning with a
look at life transition rituals, and then specifically the ritual of
marriage, in both its ancient and contemporary forms. A
new legal definition of marriage ín Canada is presentèd for,
clarification. The chapter ends by pushing the boundaries
of union, and opening the reader up to the possibility of new
union rituals encompassed in the landscape.
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2.2.1 What is Ritual?

Human longing for ritual runs deep. Rituals mark historical
events, personal lifetime events, and natural events. They
can be performed alone, with one or two other people, or
with a large group. ln fact, it can be considered that the
"human choice is not whetherto ritualize but when, how,
where, and why" (Driveç 1999: 6). Ritual can serye to bring
community members together and remind them of the basic
values which rest upon them (Bocock, 1974: 18), or can be
a personal event which develops and maintains a habit of
mindfulness in a person (Biziou, 1999: 9). As such, ritual
includes any kind of rite (e.g., christening), ceremony (e.g.,
wedding), event (e.g., July 1$ parade), tradition (e.g.,
hanging stockings), service (e.9., actions performed during
worship), liturgy (e.9., Catholic Mass), spiritual object (e.9.,
Buddha statue), mantra (e.9., repeated sound such as "om")
and even etiquette (e.9., handshake) (Biziou, 1999: 10):, ln
fact, anything can become a ritual, as long as it is set apart
from the everyday world. This means that a clear intention
for the ritual is necessary as well as setting aside a sacred
or extraordinary time and space for it to occur (Biziou, 1999:
e).

To speak of ritual does not necessarily refer to religion.
Likewise, religion is not always thought of as ritual (Dríver.
1991 : 5). ln contemporary North American society, there
exist both sacred and secular rituals, and in some cases, a
convergence of the two. An aboriginal Sun Dance is
considered a sacred ritual, whereas Election Day may be ;;;;;;,;r:;L:;,;';;Z;;"i":;
seen as a secular ritual. Christmas and Remembrance Day rq.u"r,Lrn¡

Sacred Sjtual (3un Dance by L-aura I ie
L larris)

are examples of a blend of sacred and secular rituals.

Distinguishing these two major forms of ritual activity is a
complex endeavour. ln essence, both sacred and secular
rituals encompass activities set apart from the everyday
world. However, sacred rituals deal with the holy sphere
and have an overall purpose to "express, uphold and further
the beliefs of our religion, and to comfort us as we make our

SecuLar ?ituaL Camving on the Lang
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spiritualjourney through life" (Bruning, 2001: 3).

lndeed, sacred rituals embrace supernatural elements, while
secular rituals operate on a horizontal plane, pertaining to
realms such as society and nature (Tuan, 1995: 183).
Secular rituals may be further defined as relating to groups
of all kinds, whether it is a nation as a whole, a school, a
city, the court of law, or a political party (Bocock,1974l.118).

Benefits of Ritr¡al

Most of us go through ritual actívities on a daily or weekly
basis, without realizing their significance. Perhaps we
walk with a friend every Tuesday or meet our grandparents
for Sunday brunch. Likewise, we may even atltenO i¡tuals
of our heritage or religion in such a routine way that we
cease to appreciate their deeper meaning.

However, when we learn to find meaning in the rituals we
perform, we actively participate in our own development,
enabling us to make better sense of the world and where we
fit into it: "...without ritual, we cannot know'where we are'in
life, and without this knowledge we are lostr' (Elvin,
1995:18). ln fact, the word ritual is derived from an lndo-
European root meaning "to fit together", conveying an act in
which the metaphysical and the physical are líterally joined
together as a means of calling Spirit into our material lives
(Biziou, 1999: 10). ln this way, ritual can slow us down and
bring structure and stability into our lives, in a world whose
complexity, fast pace, and material emphasis often leads to
a sense of emotional or spiritual paralysis (Biziou, 1999: 12).
With ritual, we unlock doors to new awareness and states of
being, as we connect with others, with the planet, and with
the great mystery of life.

R-ituaL sL¿ws d ov,rn the pace of our heàic
Lives (Cammunían by f . Q-assauLi.2OO2)
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R.itual in Place

The labyrinth is an ancient form of spiritual installation,
dating back 3,500 years. There are many variations on this
form; however, two commonly recognized forms are the
Classic-7 and Chartres labyrinths. The Classic-7 (seven
circuits) dates back to 1500 8.C., where its form was
imprinted on ancient coins found on the island of Crete
(Ridder, 2003). The Chartres labyrinth was constructed on
the stone floor of the Chartres Cathedral in France, around
1202 (Ridder, 2003). Composed of 11 circuits, and arranged
in four quadrants around the centre, this labyrinth allowed
medieval Christians to walk in Christ's footsteps. Hence,
this labyrinth served as an alternative to making the
dangerous pilgrimage to Jerusalem (Ridde¡ 2003).

Distinct from the maze,which has many choices of
directions, the labyrinth is unicursal, meaning that there is a
single path leading to a central point (Ridder, 2003).
Reflection, meditation, prayer, and personal growth have
traditionally occurred during the process of walking through
the circuitous paths of the labyrinth. Four stages are
typically defined during the walking of labyrinths (Riddeç
2003):

1. Entering - during this stage, one walks towards the
centre of the labyrinth, attempting to release negative
thoughts and to cleanse the mind.
2.lllumination - this is the stage at the centre of the
labyrinth where one is to keep an open mind and
receive whatever insight one may gain at this
moment.
3. Union - this stage involves leaving the centre,
returning by the same path on which one arrived, and
contemplating not only one's experience in the
labyrinth's centre but how it can be applied to one's
life.
4. lmplementation - this refers to one's life outside
the labyrinth and the importance of bringing the
illumination gained by the labyrinth into one's
everyday life.
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Trans-cultural beliefs of prehistoric and ancient
humans towards nature

&**í*r"r åæs Tzurænds Næ*¡*ne

Human beings in all times and places have looked to find
meaning and perceive structure within the natural world
(Rogers, 2001:-26). Early societies assigned sacred
meaning to ceñain trees, mountains, animals, caves, and
springs that they believed to have a presiding spiritual force.
lndeed, the belief that within the larger sanctity of nature
some places are especially sacred was a universal belief in
prehistoric cultures and is still a residual belief in some parts
of the world today (Rogers, 2001 :27). Such trans-cultural
beliefs include:

real and artificial mountains as sky platforms to bring
a people into closer contact with their gods;
particulaily those associated with rain and fertility;
the cave as the womb of the Earth Mother and a
shrine in nature; the importance of both votive and
sacrificial offerings; the portrayal of gods and spirits
in animal form; the sense of human subservience to
cosmological power and the need - satisfied through
drumbeat, communal chant, and dance in designated
sacred spaces - to communicate with that power
(Rogers, 2001:47).

However, today, this ancient belief about the sanctity of
nature is quite alien to many people, who "view land in
secular and utilitarian terms, as a commodity serving
economic rather than spiritual ends" (Rogers, 2001:27).
Archaeological sacred spaces today lack the ritual
dimension that once gave them religious meaning:

The intimate connection with local landscape and the
desire to invest landscapes with religious meaning
gradually weakened, and today human beings have,
for the most part, discarded a propitiatory posture in
their relationship with nature. So it is difficult for us to

Sacred ?lace - sites anð struàures which
physicaLlv emboày pLaces where gods are

beLieveà to àweLl
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comprehend how deeply felt the connection with the
earth goddess - Mother Earth - once was.
Confidlnce and pride in human prowess caused a
slow shift in values as a new godhead emerged,
embodying the traits of the masculine hero.
Nevertheless, a strong emotional link remained with
a primary female goddess throughout antiquity as
divinity split apart, becoming the pantheon of male
and female deities made familiar by the literature of
Homer (Rogers, 2001: 4546).

Gosmological Landscapes

Throughout much of the recorded history of mankind (sic), ,;

societies attempted to understand the cosmos and the
seasonal rhythms of nature by way of rituals which took
place in nature. lt may be surmised that "all sacred
landscapes were once alive with dancing and other rituals in
which music and chanting dramatized the myth-based
cosmologies that sustained a sense of sacred order in the
world" (Rogers, 2001:28). lt is likely that these early
peoples felt a spiritual presence in all of nature, but had a
human psychological need to shape space in nature in
spiritually significant ways (Rogers, 2001:27). This
expression of partnership between unseen spiritual forces
andhumanbeingsisseeninthecosmologicallyreverentiaI
landscape constructions of the Egyptian pyramids,
Mesopotamian ziggurats, Paleolithic cave paintings,
Neolithic stone circles, Hindu temples, etc. These axis N/undi (lonseca.2oo2)

constructions and their ceremonies (consecration rites and
sanctification of a site through worship)were considered
essential to the continuance of the communities they served
(Rogers, 2001:27). lndeed, similar cosmic concepts
appear in widely different parts of the world and in different
eras, "being appropriated through religious syncretism by
people of different cultures, including those adhering to
Buddhism, lslam, Hinduism and Christianity" (Rogers, 2001:
28). This basic image of the cosmos can be represented as
the axrs mundi, a vertical central pole running from the
zenith of the sky through the ground, uniting heaven, eañh,
and the unden¡rorld. The unden¡rorld is represented with



caves and lakes and is identified with female procreation.
Mountains are representative of the realm of sky-dwelling
gods who control the cosmic order (Rogers, 2001:28). The
sky and underworld, combined with east, west, north, and
south coordinates, was the basis for human societies
forming settlements within the expansive earthly sphere
(Rogers, 2001:28). Hence, throughout human history, more
than one city has imagined itself as the cosmically
connected navel of the earth.

Historical Landscape Rituals

Of the many historical rituals, May Day has been chosen to
exemplify this human connection to nature, fostered through
festival in the landscape.

Some of the earliest known European festivals include the
Celtic Beltane, honouring the solar return, and the Roman
Floralia, honouring the return of plant growth. Old English
May Day rituals, developing during the Middle Ages, were
an outgrowth of these early nature festivals. May Day ritu
were unique in their linking of the cultivation of community
with the cycles and rebirth of nature (Haddad, 1999: 120).
With the aim of fostering agricultural fertility, the community
joyously welcomed nature and the cyclical return of spring,
and rejoiced in its gifts (Lefebvre, quoted in Haddad, 1999:
123). Among the related rituals was venturing into the
woods to fell a tree for the maypole, an act connecting
people with the revitalizing power of nature (l-laddad, 1999:
Q$. fhe following is an account of a childhood memory
dating back to 1900, of making a May Day basket:

We used to wander dreamily down the wine-dark
streets in the evening, when we were children,
carrying our May baskets. They were little colored
baskets woven of blue and lemon-yellow straw, and
we lined them with soft moss, or fresh green leaves.
All day long we have been down along the shining
river, gathering sweet purple violets and buttercups,
and little nameless pink and white blossoms (Gladys
Taber quoted in Jenkins, 1996: 205).

2ancing arounà the maypole (laààaà.
t999)



Contemporary Landscape R.ituals

Of the many contemporary landscape rituals occurring
cross-culturally today, a few have been chosen that show
strong connection between human life cycles and nature's
cycles.

Burning Man, Arizona
Participants gather in the desert of Nevada for a week,
creating a "city" of temporary architecture and art. The
Burning Man, a large-scale wooden statue of a man, is
burned at the end of the week long performance, denoting
an end and'a new beginning to participants'lives. This
event exemplifies a current re-invention of community
based rituals.

Contemporary Vision Quest
This entails a jburney whereby people go off alone in nature
to look within themselves. The purpose is to symbolically
complete one's old life and proceed to a new one. This
journey has long been associated with aboriginal rites of
passage, but some vision quest programs and rites of
passage retreats are offered cross-culturally in modern
Nodh American society. One such vision quest enterprise
which operates in the California desert, explains its program
as allowing people to heal their fragmented lives by taking
time out from "doing" to entering the state of 'Just being.:'
Participants are guided as a group out into the desert,
where they are prepared for a three day solo journey in
nature. At sunrise, the participants are sent off alone to
enact the vision quest, which lasts three days and three
nights. During this time, fasting or light eating opens
participants up to vivid dreams and feelings.

Experiences such as loneliness, fear, boredom, and regret
are common. On the last night, participants build a circle of
stones to represent their life, entering it at dusk and
remaining awake in it, until dawn releases them. During this
last night, participants contemplate what is important to carry
into their new lives and what needs to be left behind.
Participants then rejoin the rest of the group, reflecting on

TaVing lime aLone in nalure (vhotos by
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the meaning and beauty of their experiences. The following
is a description of this vision quest experience:

Time can slow down on a Vision Quest, and the stillness of
the desert can be very powerful. As your thoughts begin to
empty out, you can look into the pool of your own being;
noticing how you are, what your dreams are made of, what
you need to let go of. The sacred dimension is present
there, and you can enter it naturally. lt is possible to feel
connected to everything, to the small fly buzzing, to the
cactus in its rocky home, to the moon and stars wheeling
overhead at night (The Vision Quest, 2004).

fecanneà with the rhxthms in nature
(permission Io use photo granted August
2005. by Teð lltcL-achlan).

vision quest encourages particivants to
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Life Transition Rituals

The pattern of birth, growth, and death is common to us,
whether it be manifest in the life of a person or in the
change of the seasons:

Consider the caterpillar. Once it reaches a certain
age and size, it knows just what to do. lt forms a
protective shell and suspends itself from a twig on a
tiny silk pad. lnside the shell, it undergoes a
metamorphosis that is precisely prescribed by
Nature. lts body changes and it forms beautiful,
delicate wings, colored with all the hues of the
rainbow. When it reaches maturity, it breaks out of its,,::,:#
shell and voila: a butterfly (Bruning, 2001 169). ', 

.,,',:t'.'

However, human transitions may not be as clear as those in
nature. As such, "Every human society has some ritual
surrounding transitions of social position connected with the
human biological life cycle" (Bocock, 1974:118). These
rituals around childbirth, parenthood, coming-of-age,
marriagel, death, etc., are life transitions given form,
creating a bridge from old to new (Elvin, 1995:19). ln
essence, these rituals recognize life changes and do
something to honour and support those changes (Arrien
quoted in Biziou, 1999: 10). And notably, life cycle rituals
"create structures that provide some predictability and safety
around times in our lives when we suffer insecurity,
transition or loss..." (Bruning , 2001: 173).

Ritual of Marriage

ln all known cultures people matry, which is a striking fact,
given that "marriage lacks the biological inevitability of the
other major passages" (Grimes, 2000: 169). ln birth rituals,
the infant is unable to remember his/her emergence and in
death, there may be no self to recollect the ceremonial
occasion (Grimes, 2000: 153).

Depichon ol lemal,e Lile cycles'
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(Eve in the Çarden by John



However, people choose to marry, and are "active agents
capable of recollecting and even designing the occasion"
(Grimes, 2000: 153). There are a variety of religious and
non-religious reasons why people choose to marry:

...it sanctions sexual activity and confers legitimacy
to their children, as well as provides security and
care for those children; it confers status and forms

descent and last but not least, it provides affection
and companionship (Bruning, 2001: 186).

Ancient Meaning of Marriage

The history of the marriage ritual is long and diverse. What
is most deeply rooted in global wedding history is the
transfer of females from father to groom and the related
economics (payment of the dowry). ln many cultures,
marriage was and continues to be a hierarchical
arrangement (e.9., husband as deity and wife as devotee),
in contrast with the supposedly egalitarian marriage of the
West (Grimes, 2000: 177). However, throughout history
there has been a "comparative uniformity of Western
assumptions about marriage" (Grimes,2000: 191). Greek,
Roman, and early European Christian weddings all included
elements still familiar to us: brides given away, feasting,
special garments, gift giving, exchanging of rings, etc.
Fertility rites have always been part of traditional marriage
celebrations, no matter how disguised (Bruning,2001: 189).
ïhese fertility rites include the tossing of grains of ríce, the
participation of flower girls, and the breaking or cutting of
particular foods. Of particular relevance to this practicum is
the gradual historical shift in the ritual centre of weddings in
the European American wedding rite. What was once a

A,weàðins parly (phatø by authar.

2OO3)

street procession from the home, culminating on the steps of
the church, later became a procession down the church
aisle to the altar (Grimes, 2000: 202). Slowly, the wedding
rite was clericalized and removed from the streetscape and
landscape.

üi;'l"ii.,Ål*iîíiãiîllffi us"
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Superstitions

"From earliest times, societies have surrounded the bride
and groom with superstitions." (Lee, 1994: 59): Close
friends and family acted to protect the bride and groom from
the threat of evil spirits that could destroy the couple's
happiness. ln primitive times, the bride and groom were
surrounded by friends of similar age, all dressed alike. lt
was believed that the bride and groom would be
unidentifiable to evil spirits (Lee, 1994: 60).ln ancient Rome,
brides rubbed the doorpost of their new homes with oil, to
eradicate any evil spirits. These brides were also carried
over the threshold, due to the belief that if they tripped
entering their new homes, harm would befall the marriage
(Lee, 1994:62). Likewise, in the past, Armenians and
Arabians sacrificed sheep on the threshold to the
newlywed's home, in order that they might be protected
from evil.

Historically, the marriage ritual has sanctioned the sexual
feelings of a couple. During primitive wedding rites,
separation between the sexes remained important. Thus,
the tradition of the bride being escorted by female
attendants and the groom by male attendants developed.
This segregation was linked primarily to the taboos of the
bodily functions related to sex. Women and men were
often afraid of the dangerous results from interacting each
other and took measures to protect themselves
accordingly. The sexual taboo during the marriage ritual
could be "removed", among other things, by the use of
protective garments and veils.

The traàitian al the bridge beìng escoùeà

by lemaLe afrendanl¡s is still seen in many

moàern Ñoùh American weààing ceremonies

(photo by author. 20 O A).



Veiling

Brides have worn veils since ancient Greek and Roman
times. Veiling is still a common practice among many
cultures. Sexual shyness is at the root of this custom. Not
only does veiling protect the bride and groom from the
dangers of seeing each other in a sexual manner, it respects
and sympathizes with their sexual shyness (Crawley, 1932:
299). ln some cultures, the veil was believed to protect a
bride from evil spirits (Lee, 1994: 39). Furthermore, veiling
is consistent with the traditional idea that women should be
modest and shy.

Conceatment

Sexual intercourse, even when lawful in a moral and legal
sense, was still considered dangerous and in some cases
sinful (Crawley, 1932:182). Sexual intercourse, similar to
contact with women during menstruation, could weaken a
man (Crawley, 1932:173). Therefore, men took extreme
measures not to acquire the weakness and deficiencies
believed to characterize women - femininity, effeminacy,
timidity, etc. (Crawley,1932:176). As such, in primitive
times, weddings occurred in the evening, a time when the
couple's sexual shyness and the associated dangers were
hidden by the darkness. ln some societies, the groom
would be blindfolded and not see his wife until after the
marriage had been consummated. Likewise, some
cultures permitted the newlyweds to see one another only
during the night hours, for the first few days to weeks of
marriage.

Vhile v¿its are stiLL seen in many moàern

N¿rth Am¿rican weàdings. they aà more as

fashion pieces lhan covering garmenE
(pemission to use vhoLo granteà August
20 05. by C oLin lvlcC onneLL).



Legal definition of marriage in Ganada

While the "voluntary union of a man and woman for life to
the exclusion of all others" (Hyde u Hyde and
Woodmansee, quoted in Davies, 1984: 3-4) was the
essence of a valid marriage until recently, the legal
definition of marriage in Canada, for civil purposes, now
includes same sex marriage, reading as: "lawful union of
two persons to the exclusion of all others" (Bill C-38). This
Marriage Act is new legislation, enacted in June 2005.
Requirements of esse ntial validity and formal validity must
also be met. The requirements of essential validity,
governed federally by common law pertain to:

Freedom of consent
. capacity to understand what one is doing (no

drunkenness, drug intoxication, insanity, etc.)
r voluntary entry into marriage, free from duress and .

mistake

Legal capacity
r marr¡age must be monogamous

ò'o :''ï;;;:;iT;i?i;*:iyil:i :ii,
husband or wife at the same time
bigamy - marrying when one is lawfully
married to another person

. marriage partners must be outside the lines of family
close blood relationship (consanguinity) or

relationship by ma rria ge/adoption (affi n ity)
. basic age requirement for marriage is 12 years for

women and 14 years for men
o under the age of 16 years, court approval must

occur
o under the age of 18 years, parental consent is

necessary

The requirements of formal validity are governed
provincially. This refers to the wedding ceremony, including
the marriage licence and solemnization. ln Manitoba, the
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formal validity of marriage is governed by the Marriage Act,
C.C.S.M.c. M50. For example, the Marriage Act states that
as relates to the form of the marriage ceremony, two
witnesses and one marriage commissioner be present.
Likewise, each of the parties shall declare "l do solemnly
declare that I do not know of any lawful impediment why I

. , may not be joined in matrimony to " and each
of the parties shall say to the other "l call upon these
persons here present to witness that l, _, do take
thee, _, to be my lawful wedded wife (or husband)."

Gurrent Perceptions of the Ritual of MarriaEe

Contemporary North American society appears to greatly
enjoy the rituals surrounding weddings. The preparation of
weddings is ritualized, as well as the weeks and years
following weddings (i.e., honeymoon, wedding
anniversaries). lndeed, these rituals tend to be variations
on a somewhat limited, fairly consistent set of themes
(Grimes, 2000:191). Likewise, a large financial investment
is usually associated with contemporary North American
weddings. lt may be said that North American weddings
have become popularized and entangled in exploitative
commercial pressures.

Some people are looking for viable alternatives to the
current status quo of weddings. ln doing so, they are
beginning to dismantle some traditional social and religious
barriers. No longer must a bride wear a veil or the reception
occur in a hotel. As noted previously, couples are now
having themed weddings, where they don period attire, or
event weddings, where they perform daring acts such as
diving or parachuting together. Becoming increasingly
common is the "outdoor" wedding, occurring in parks,
gardens, and backyards.

Why outdoors? There may be several reasons. Some say
they feel that a wedding outdoors is representative of their
interests and values. Others appreciate the beauty as well

\Vedðing varþ arriving to isLainà ceremony
in a boat (pe¡mission to use photo granteá

August 2OO5. by CaLin lvlcConnelL).

briàe stepping out al boal (permission to
use vhoto granted August 2OO5. bv CoLin

l¡4cConneLL\.



as the openness and flexibility that outdoor spaces offer for
weddings. Still others believe that the landscape can play a
significant role in reminding couples and their guests not
only how fleeting and unique lifels moments are, but also,
on a global scale, how interdependent all life forms (plants
and animals) are on the earth.

A Move Towards Unioning

The basis for this practicum is a conviction that new
opportunities for marriage rituals should be developed:
"...to let go of some aspects of the [marriage rituals of the]
past, breathe new life into others, and learn to int-egrate
them with the present." (Bruning,2001: 174). These new
opportunities pertain to ritual space designed within the
landscape for union. An emphasis on "uniorì" as opposed
to "marriage" in this practicum, acknowledges a focus on
creating a landscape for couples to celebrate a variety of
rituals (at any stage in a relationship) relating to primarily
the building of their relationships over time, but also to the
possibility of breakdown of their relationships. This
landscape will allow couples not only to unite, in marriage
or in commitment ceremonies, but to perform, for example,
a meaningful anniversary ritual in the landscape, with the
intention of reviewing their years together and renewing
their love for each other and for nature. AdditÍonally, this
landscape will be able to support a reverse use, allowing
couples to bring closure and healing to an ended
relationship. ln summary, by consciously connecting
themselves to the landscape during the acts relating to
union, couples may gain (consciously or subconsciously) a
greater sense of meaning and connectedness to each other
and to the natural world.

A coupLe conneding to each alher in the
naturaL worLà (phalo bv author.2OO)\
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A look at the primary methodologies of this practicum is
undertaken in the following chapter. A design competition in
2004 shows a preliminary testing of the theories applied in
this practicum. Likewise, a qualitative survey, done in 2005,
provides a regional perspective on meaning in the
landscape and ties together loose ends in the literature
search. Finally, a study of landscape architecture design,
provides strong precedents for the design of a participatory
spiritually endowed landscape.
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While doing research for this practicum, I came across an
announcement in a provincial gardening magazine
describing a design competition for an "outdoor wedding
chapel" at Elk Horn Ranch in Riding Mountain National Park
(Manitoba). I considered this to be concrete evidence of the
increased consumer interest that now exists for outdoor
wedding venues. I decided to enter the competition in order
to gain experience implementing some of my design ideas
in this regard and was very pleased to receive news that my
design had been selected as the winner!
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Design lntent

The intent of my design at Elkhorn took into
consideration more than bringing typical
wedding components outside. Connecting
couples and their guests with the landscape
during a union ceremony is achieved by the
procession through severalspaces, where the
participants can experience numerous
sensorialdelights. The journey may be
characterized as follows:

The couple meefs afew hours priortotheir
union to walkthe labyrinth together. This may
be beneficialto establish a sense of calm and
reflection forthe forthcoming events. Soon,
guesfs begin gatheríng atthe entry archway
and make their way to the ceremonial space.
The couple follows th i s procession, passrng
the butterfly meadow and perhaps stopping at
the reflection pond for a special prayer. This
stop may a/so be an opporTunity to gather
some flowersfrom the perennial bouquet
garden. Continuing along the path, the couple
is able to read a few poems pertaining to
union, which are beautifully sandblasted into
low tyndall-sfone walls. These poems
encourage the couple as they make theirway
into the sunken ceremonial space, where their
friends and family await them. Here, the
couple may proceed directly into the core of
the space, or, may follow the circular
processional pathways, joyously greeting their
guesfs as they make their way to the core.
The core of this space will provide the couple
a setting in which to unite. Following this
ceremony, a procession willbe made along a
woven willow screen, culminating in a plaza.
This plaza is of a brick surface, which
accommodafes fables being set up for a
banquet. Ihis rs a place of vigour, seen in the
showcase perennialflower garden and the
colourful fabric banners woven through the
overhead pergola. Afire is burning and guests
may begin dancing.
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^ on^øåf Chef's Vegetable

ffi@Garden
Taking companion planting into
consideration, the following plants
will be placed in close proximity to
each other:

Spinach & strawberries
Baby greens & cucumber
Asparagus & parsley
Tomatoes & onions
Irish potatoes & bush beans

Pumpkin & corn
Carrots & rosemary & sage

Squash & marigold

Gaillardia, G a i llardia aristata

Meadow blazng star, Liatris ligul istylis

Black-Eyed Susan, Rudbeckia hirta

Indian grass, Sorghastrum nutans

Perennial Showcase
Garden

þ¿* ButterflY Meadow

çCrõ

Perennial Herb andã-\tøi
Mø Bouquet Garden
WW)ø

Little Blueste m, Sch izachyr ium

scoparium

Ekhorn Resort

False sunflower, Heliopsis helianthoides
scabra

lVlanitoba

StiffGoldenrod, Solidago rigida humilis @

Leanmirag tr¿taon¡es

Helenium, Helen ium autumnale

Switch Grass, Panicum virgatum

Blue Sage, Salvia azurea

Wild mint, Mentha amensis L.

Flat top White Aster, Aster umbellatus

New England Aster, Aster novae-angliae

Swamp milkweed, Asclep ias incarnate

r Testing of ideas and research
I lndicative of community endorsing this type of

space
t Seeing this creation of space as an economic

component of weddings

Garden of Union

Bishop's goutweed,
Aegopodium podagraria

Red-osier dogwood,
Cornus stolonifera

Trembling Aspen,
Populus tremuloides

ñanting schedule Stephanie Eeanor Voyce

April 30, 2004
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This qualitative study focuses on the idea of capturing
meaning in the landscape. Specifically, the purpose of this
study is to gain an understanding of how people view
meaning and/or spirítuality in the landscape as it pertains to
union. The term union is used to refer to the transition
undertaken as two people join their lives conjugally in a
committed and meaningful way, irrespective of legal or
religious bonds. As such, the results of this study will be
used to inform the design of an outdoor environment which
aims to inspire couples to connect with the landscape during
their unions.

A questionnaire (three pages, 19 questions in length) was
developed to allow for written responses from subjects.
Questions include both open-ended as well as multiple
choice/yes-no questions, in order to provide a flexible
approach to the study. The questions pertain to the
following three categories:

Mean i n g of La ndscape/Attitudes Towards Natu re
This section aims to determine the general meaning of ,

landscape to people.

ls there a tink between the ways in which you are spiritual
and the landscape?

Ritual/Belief Systems
This section aims to determine the meaning of landscape as
regards ritual and spiritual/religious beliefs.

Do you partake in any rituals which occur in the landscape?



Union/Transition
This section aims to establish the meaning of landscape as
related to rituals of relationship transition, in the form of
unioning. ln doing so, this section looks at setting and at
human needs, in the design of a new landscape ritual for
union.

tf youchose to have an out-of-doors union ceretmony, what
values would you considetr impoñant to be expressed?

Methodology

ln March of 2005, 219 questionnaires were distributed, with
a goal of receiving responses from approximately 30-50
individuals/couples. The targeted response group was
individuals/couples who wish to or have had an out-of-doors
union ceremony. Both purposive and snowball sampling
methods were used in order to capture the breadth of
individuals within this group (meaning differing orientations,
beliefs, ethnicities, etc.).

Purposive Sampling: Differing community groups/
businesses that have access to the above mentioned group
were contacted. lncluded were businesses associated with
the wedding industry, the Rainbow Resource Room,
religious leaders, etc.

Snowball Sampling: Subjects willing to complete the
questionnaire were located through acquaintances of the
researcher and the research supervisor. These subjects
were then asked to pass on questionnaires to other
appropriate subjects.

The conclusions from this study are given here. The entire
study, including consent form and questionnaire is
documented in the Appendix.



Background

The basic descriptive statistics are the following: Of the 219
surveys distributed, responses were received from 32
individuals, which is a return rate of 15%. The goal of
having 30-50 surveys returned was met! The majority of
responses to this survey were made by females, most in the
age range of 25-30 years. Most of the respondents
indicaied that they are involved in a heterosexual
relationship; however, there were a few same sex couples
represented. The belief systems of the respondents were
quite diverse, ranging from Buddhists, to Christians, to First
Nations, to those who have no formal belief system but
believe that things such as ritual, celebration and sharing
are all important.

Theme:1 - Thoughts and Desiies on Outdoor Union

Of the 32 respondents, the preference for union indoors,
outdoors or both was mixed. Some of the respondents felt
that an outdoor union ceremony would be a special
occasion to be surrounded by the beauty of nature, and
would also allow for flexibility in spatial arrangements. One
respondent stated that in their outdoor union ceremony "the
beauty of nature provided the best setting to convey and
represent the optimism we felt toward life together." Other
respondents felt that while outdoors would be nice, they
would still choose indoors for reasons of comfort,
predictability of the weather and/or religious affiliation.
However, it must be noted that even among those
respondents who leaned towards the indoor wedding, an
ovenruhelming majority went on to express later in the
questionnaire that beyond the meaningfulness of
connecting to their partner, unioning outdoors would create
additional meaning to their ceremony. The most common
explanation for this was that they would feel a sense of
thankfulness for nature as made by God. One respondent
expressed eloquently that unioning outdoors would allow a
"connection to your partner within which both of you will now
continue your lives together as one in this large awe
inspiring world."



The typologies of space for union proved to be important to
survey respondents. Many indicated a preference for an
open space, a statement which correlates with many of their
earlier comments that open space is desirable in providing
flexibility and the ability to accommodate a crowd in an
outdoor ceremony. lsolated space was also a preferred
option for respondents. One may presume that isolated
space is attractive for union in terms of privacy, as well as
freedom from distracting noises. As a footnote, this
question could have used a word such as "valley" instead of
"depressed space" as one of the choices for typologies of
space, given that the latter word evidently has a negative
connotation.

Of particular relevance to this study were the references to
noise in the landscape. Some respondents felt that
freedom from any noise is essential, since any obtrusive
sounds compromise meditative ceremonies. One
respondent explained that freedom from noise pollution
caused by humans is most significant, particularly noises
caused by lawnmowers and power vehicles. lt was noted
that a peaceful setting 'lallows you to feel like you are the
only ones on the planet and helps you to open up & take
risks in communication & understanding." Providing for
secluded space is something that will be considered in the
subsequent design.

Theme 2 - How People View Meaning in the Landscape

;sed that whenA large majority of respondents expres
outdoors, they feel a deep connection to and appreciation
for nature. Similarly, the responses confirmed that most
people feel there is a link between the ways in which they
are spiritual and how they relate to the landscape. One
respondent noted that "spending time outside is one of the
few times I feel certain there is a God." lt was interesting to
note that most respondents felt that prayer and
contemplation come easily when they walk in nature.
Particularly, some felt that being immersed in nature is
relaxing, allowing them to feel less stressed out as a result.



Providing space to walk as part of the union landscape will
be an important design consideration.

Some of the results relating to meaning in the landscape
were vêry much expected. For instance, it was not
surprising that the aspects of nature important to people's
belief systems are flowers, trees, sky, wate¡ grass, et
cetera. Those are the very elements that we see commonly
in our parks, backyards and Canadian landscape, and are
easily associated with peacefulness and beauty. ln this
sense, nothing new was gleamed from these responses.
Howeve¡ certain questions provided results which really
brought the threads of union; landscape and ritual together
and affirmed many of the subsequent design decisions. lt
was interesting to see that the majority of respondents felt
that the transition of the seasons is something to celebrate,
especially since the subsequent design strives to place
much emphasis on seasonal fluctuation. Likewise, a
substantial number of respondents expressed that sensual
stimulation contributes most to their enjoyment of outdoor
activities. Vibrant colours and quality of light in the
landscape were also popular ans*ei",

The responses to this survey also provided a good picture of
what Winnipeg rituals locals partake in. Respondents have
partaken in a variety of outdoor rituals, including the harvest
of vegetables, sleigh rides, sweats, weddings/showers,
Halloween, Christmas tree cutting, Canada Day, Folk
Festival, et cetera, showing that Winnipeggers are enjoying
the local landscape for a variety of occasions. Likewise, the
majority of respondents were able to pinpoint some
important aspects of the landscape in terms of realizing
these outdoor rituals. Many respondents mentioned open
space to accommodate a crowd, as well as nice views
across expanses of land. Some respondents cited specific
regional characteristics of the landscape as being important,
such as immediacy of the sunset and readiness of food in
the landscape.



Survey Conclusions

The purpose of this survey was to examine Winnipeggers'
views on meaning and/or spirituality in the landscape as it
pertains to union. lt is clear from their responses that the
landscape, regardless of whether it is their chosen location
for union, has meaning to them. Given the respondents'
oven¡r¡helming response that being in nature is a source of
their spirituality, it is clear that designing a landscape which
captures some of the meaning and spirituality inherent in
nature is quite relevant today.

Summary

The survey results demonstrate the variety of needs and
perceptions regarding meaning in the landscàpe. This was
expected, as people have different life experiences that
influence which aspects of the landscape are impor.tant to
their belief systems. ln this sense, the design of a
landscape for union should focus on diver:sity and ' ' .

openness. This means providing a variety of opportunities
for people to connect spiritually in the tanàscape as well as
different spaces to perform union ceremonies.
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How,does this work relate to precedents?

The study of participatory landscapes (meaning 
:

landscapes which invite participation as opposed to their
being simply objects to view) is considered most relevant
to this practicum, especially,since those landscapes'
studied'atsodealwithmemory,spirituality,andritual..

, Montgomery,Civil Rights Memorial (Mia L¡n;1989
Alabama)

This siriking memorial consistsrof a reflective surFace of
water, trickling over the heroes' names and then
disappearing under the water table (Wasserman, 2002:
190). The movement of visitors' hands dipping into the
water creates a connection between the visitor and those
memorialized (Wasserman, 2OO2:190). The act of
touchi¡g water is also seen as an act of communion.

Vietnaù Memorial (Mia Lin, 1982, Washington, nC)

Thislmemorial transformed the way the war memorial is
understood (Wasserma n, 2002: 196). A horizontal granite
wall which disappears into the earth, this monument
contrasts greatly with the traditional obelisks ànd statues
of men on horseback. A metaphor of renewal is
referenced as the visitor follows the descent of the wall
into the earth, only to reemerge on the other side
(Wasserman, 2002: 193). Most striking is the way in
which the cycle of life is highlighted as the visitors' images
merge with the name of the dead on the wall. Likewise,
touching names and taking rubbings provides for a
physical participation in memory, something which is quite
relevant to this practicum.



Salk lnstitute (Louis Kahn, 1965, California)

This concrete plaza defines a powerful axis that is open at
each end, and where one's eye is lead out into the infinity
of the Pacific Ocean. Down the centre of the plaza, a thin
line of water splits the concrete surface, and draws the'sky
and ocean intothe plaza space (Curtis, 1999: 522). The
space can further be described as a "geometrized clearing
in the landscape, [which] continually references and
expresses the landscape'l (Galinsky; 2005). lndeed; no
trees were used in this plaza, in the efforts of architect
Louis Kahn to work with a void space. The result is a
contemplative space with an air of ritual which "takes on
the character of a philosopher's stage where ideas may be
exchanged and the mysteries of nature studied" (Curtis,
1999:524).

Shalimar Garden (1634¡ lndia, A,la-ul-Mulk & Ali Mardan
Khan)

Literally meaning "house of joy" (Quraeshi, 2003:22),the
central theme of Shafimar is spir:itual rejuvenation;

Within an lslamic world vieq the principles of
Mughal garden design were based on the ímage of
paradise as promised in the Koran; which consisted
of several terraces, each more splendid than the
last (Quraeshi, 2003: 19).

Pathways which progressively get higher, referencing the
quest towards paradise, engage visitors directly in the
garden. Likewise, visitor participation is encouraged as
one enters the garden, where one may pick and eat fruits
from an assortment of fruit-bearing trees. The focal point
is a flow of water, which moves through various levels of
pools, waterfalls, and fountains. Stimulation of the senses
is also integral to Shalimar. Notably, the third level,
accessible originally only to the emperor and his wives
and guests, is composed only of planted flowers, creating
a fragrant profusion and an array of colour.



Piazza Bucintoro (Venice, ltaly, Giancarlo De Carlo;
ãAthlz1st cêntury) ' 

,1

This contemporary park pavilion is particularly engaging
due to the episodic quality of the experiences which it
aflords (Lyndon, 2003: 58). lt is designed in such a way
that the visitor is encouraged,to move through, over,
under, and around various elements. This means that a
variety of views and encounters, which "shift according to
viewpoint and time of day" (Lyndon, 2003: 62) are to be
had. As such, there is much flexibility and choice in the
experience of this park pavilion.

John F. Kennedy Memoria (Runnymede, England,
GeoffreyJellicoe,1964).i.'...].

This three acre hill top memorial at Runnymede to the late
President Kennedy can be spoken of as a landscape
sequence, beginning with a gate, and leading through
several spaces, joined by a winding pathway and
articulated by memorial stones. The aim is to create a
contemplative atmosphere through procession in the
landscape and for participants to sense the landscape as
the memorial itself.



Woodland Gemetery (Stoekholm, Sweden,,Asplund
and Lewerentz, 1 91-9-1 940)

LandscapeofaSpiritualDimension....

There are many precedents for processional space '

designed to foster spiritual connection to the landscape.
One lovely example is the Woodland Cemetery in ,

Stockholm, Sweden, designed by architects Asplund and
Lewerentz. The dominant feature of this cemetery is the:
Nordic forest landscape, transected by a system óf paths
separating distinct burial sites. The various burial sites
provide a ritual sequeRce of emotive experiences for the
visitor and also allow for a variety of rituals, ranging from
public to private. ln her book, The Woodla'nd Cemetery ,

Caroline Constant notes that the various chapels and
landscape elements have "the ability to be understood at
multiple levels of meaning and at various levels of , ,'

intellectual sophistication" (Constant, 1994:41)., ' . .

The conveyance of a spiritual and emotional dimension
evoked by the landscape was fundamental to the
Woodland Cemetery. Howeveç the architects were wary
of the usage of traditional Christian iconography, preferring
instead to rely "primarily on enhancing attributes of the
landscape - ridge and valley, earth and sky, forest and
clearing, meadow and marsh - to evoke associations of
death and rebirth in a landscape of spiritual dimension"
(Constant, 1994: 1). As a result, this cemeterytranscends
religious or cultural variants, providing a space for the
bereaved to come to terms with the passage of death and
find spiritual consolation in the landscape.

.. ., ,.. t.

SVetchbv architecb A:pLund and

L--ørt erenlz àepiàing gr av e stones

subsumeà within the forest af the \VoodLand

CemeLery (Constant. l)) A).
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dl lntrødr* ctiøn
Through the survey process, an attempt was made to
capture a breadth of public þerspective in Winnipeg. This
meant an exploration of many dimensions, including sexual
orientations, beliefs, ethnicities, etc. ln this chapter, a look
at universally understood elements is undertaken, in the :

context of designing a space for union in the landscape
which is open and accepting of the needs of a broad range
of people.



&Z fueepting Variøas WeLief Systenrs
Universal Threads

The platform for this design is considered to be a universal
belief since prehistoric time: that connections to the divine/
creative forces can be experienced in nature. ln this
sense, the landscape itself provides a universal ground in
which a range of people can be welcomed.

Within the landscape, the elements chosen to be
celebrated also have much potential for enhancing visitors'
spiritual awareness and conveying a symbolic significance
for the ceremony at hand. In Elizabeth Murray's book,
Cultivating Sacred Space, she describes a series of
"archetypal elements" which she views as fundamental to
the making of sacred space in the landscape. lncluded in
her list are

Flowers: Symbolic of femininity, fertility;
beauty, ephemerality, impermanence, spir.al 

.

unfolding.
Staircase:Ascension (rising,to heaven for á,
higher level and overall view) or descension
(toward the earth, rootedness).
Pond or pool: Reflecting pools are conducive
to meditation, bringing the sky to ground level,
thus integrating heaven and earth.
Gate: Signifies transcendence: departure from
one world to the next; wild to cultivated; public
to private. An invitation to go deeper, into an
inner sanctum - from a symbolic death of the
familiar to a rebirth of more intimate inner
knowledge of self.
Butterflies: Symbolic of transformation/
metamorphosis. Butterflies transform from a
lower life that crawls into a higher, more
evolved form that flies.

?iLgrimage is an impoùznt act in most

beLieî systems. ))ere. a CalhoLic viLgrimage
passes through th¿ Austrian town of
(-øt:,chach (permission to use vhoto granted

August 2005. by lllarc lvlarion).



lndeed, the use of universally understood elements is
important in cultivating spirituality and meaning which may
bé accessible to all people. For instance, quiet thoughtl
and introspection are often prompted, universally, by-the
use of líght. lndeed, religious architecture has long '

understood the uplifting and spiritual effect light has as it
enters a sacred space. As such, sites ín the landscape 

,

where there are accessible views of the rising and setting
sun and where there is visual and auditory isolation is
important in fostering opportunities for prayer or
contemplation.

ln a union landscape, water has the potential to be a
powerful archetypal element. Most belief systems have
some form of cleansing as part of the preparation'for:
union, such as prayer, confession, etc. As water is one of
the universal symbols of cleansing/purification, and is
considered sacred in all cultures, a water feature may be
incorporated to depict this sense of cleansing before a
union. Thus, a water feature can function to symbolically
put people in their best personal state, enabling them to
join in union with a "clean slate". The stone, a universally
recognized marker (i.e., the menhir) and memorial form
(i.e., the tomb stone), is yet another example of an
archetypal element which can be a central point in union
ceremonies, perhaps functioning as an altar or surface to
receive offerings.

A, rile so oLà iE origins cannot be

dated. rituaL cl.eansing with water
continues toàay. as a component of
many beLief systems. f or exampl.e,

cLeanLiness prior to ?rayer is
paramount in the lvluslim mosque.

where w orshipìeÞl rinse their,hanàs,

laces and mouths from trou'ghs of
water. f or ilindus, the Ziver Çangies
is a great sacreÀ river;whiere piLgrims

are reguLarLy seen bathing.

PovteÃul effed ol Light entering SaLisbury

CathedraL (phato bv author,2OOA).

A CathoLic bavtism
(vermission to use phato

granted August 2OO5, bv

DonaLd lvlarion).



OpenneSs and Flexibility

While these universal aspects have been kept in mind
during the design phase of this practicum, the focus is
less on finding what will be significant among all belief
systems but more so on creating an open and accepting
place for a multitude of people. Likewise, the focus is
also a high degree of flexibility and options in the design.

For example, it is essential that there is flexibility in width
and directionality of pathways; this allows for a variety of
processional configurations (who walks with whom) and
also permits options for choosing different levels and' :

timing of contact between the partners themselves as well,
as with their guests (who sees whom and when in the
procession). Couples' needs in this regard vary widely,
based on a multitude of different cultural and individual
perceptions of the union ceremony. lt is also important to
provide flexibility in terms of north, south, east, or west
orientation for ceremony, since for some belief systems it
is significant to face a certain direction. ln addition, , I

providing opportunities for personal interaction with the
site, such as picking flowers or dipping one's hands in a
basin of water, is important in allowing visitors to feel they.
have contributed something of themselves to the event.
And finally, the inclusion of space for solitary
contemplation should be considered, balanced by space
for joyous, populous events, so as to meet the needs of
people with varying levels of gregariousness.

As a side note on flexibility, as noted before, an emphasis
on "union" as opposed to "marriage" has been taken in
this practicum, to acknowledge a focus on creating a
landscape for couples to celebrate a variety of rituals (at
any stage in a relationship), relating primarily to ritualizing
the beginning of a relationship, but also to ritualizing the
end of a relationship.

An isl¿nd providing space for physicaL

interachon with th¿ union Lanàscape

(vermission la use vhoto granleà N:ç,ust
2O05. bv CoLin l'/tcConneLL\.

5pace for contempLalian is an impoùant
consiàeralion in the union Landscape

(vermission tt use phato granted Ngust
20O5. by Ted lvlcL-achLan).



This space for unÍon in the landscape is envisioned as
open-ended and accepting of the needs of a broad
audience of people. As such, the breadth of possibilities is
wide, as depicted in the photo collage below. '

20 05. bv C oLin l'y'cC a nn eLL).

lsfand Vedding (permission lo use photo

grantcd Ausust 2OO5, by CoLin

lvlcConneLL).

phofu granted Ngust 2005. by Colin

McConneLL).

by CoLi¡ VcConneLL).
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Vedding þhato by author. 20Ot).
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The followfng chapter displays the preliminary design
process of this practicum. Beginning with a questioning of
the appropriateness of the existing outdoor wedding spaces
in Winnipeg, important components for the design of a new
landscape for union are noted. Experiential and emotional
explorations of union in the landscape are then displayed,
as a tool for the subsequent design. :



5.æ\Wat bæù d tnvirønment Might be W"equired for
& Løndssaipe-Wased Uniøn R.ituaLF

There are currently a range,of beautiful venues for outdoor
weddings in Manitoba. These venues generally consist of
an arrangement of white tents,:arches, pergolas, flowei
pots, gardens, and folding chairs, which are nice if the
desire is to create indoor chapel settings "out-of-doors." ln
the Winnipeg area alone, there are nurerous outdoor
wedding venues, including Green Gates, Vasa Lund Park,
Bridgeport, Fool's Paradise, Pine Ridge Hollow, and 

,

several golf courses. ln Riding Mountain National Park, '

Elk Horn Resort recently announced the winners of its ,

design competition for an outdoorwedding chapel.and ,

garden, demonstrating the growing public interest in such
yenues outside urban centres, too.

But are Manitobans perhaps missing out on a kind of
wedding venue where guests can eiperience a spiritual
awareness that often accompanies being integrated into a
landscape where one feels part of the sensory-rich natural
surroundings? Assuming such a venue were to exist, how 2oo))
would it differ in appearance from existing outdoor
wedding chapels? Perhaps the answer lies in the notion
of ritual procession in the landscape. The experience of
walking through the site would be as integral to the venue
as the wedding chapel itself. Likewise, the answer may
also lie in the notion of building on a site's intrinsic
qualities, focusing on aspects such as seasonal
fluctuation and sensory stimulation as ways to elicit the
site's emotive, spiritual content.

l¿ c al" \V ed d,ln g V e nut e s,

st V¡taL Church outàaort C¡aièL.lVi¡niíàs
þhatoby author,2OO))

author.2OOA)



5'3.,&h*[,çi1AifuÅ,'#w smes::bfsush' an Ë-nVirønment

Whataretheperceivedbenefitsofalandscapewhereone
feels part of the sensory-rich natural surroundings? 

^..,;.

PerhSps the following outcomes could be anticipated: tt.

' ' Couples connecting their sense of spirituality and the: growth of their love with nature/seasons/landscape/
pfanet,, :

Couples carrying into their unions a deep affiniiy for
and connection to the natural world.
Couples contemplating the ways the natural world
mirrors their sacred personal union.

lndeed, an intertwining of two people, their rituals, their
belief systems, and their appr:eciation of landscape is ,,

anticipated to occur and be strengthened in such an
environment. :

5'Á, I lmægrine this Wbee

The following pages perlain to experiential and emotional
explorations, of union in the landscape. This artistic'
background will be a tool for the subsequent design, to be
overlaid, of course, with the physical constraints.
.t.

Through a collection of free-form narrative, drawings and
images, a look at spatial relationships, as well as attributes
and metaphors to be embedded in this place, is undertaken.
Three metaphors for this landscape are envisioned:

1. Weaving - union ceremonies
2. Unraveling - releasing an ended relationship
3. Re-weaving - working out problems, coming back to
remember

Outàoor weddings allen have Litl.;le

conneàion to the Lanàscape.

Conneding with th¿ Lanàscape (photo bv

aulhor.2OOl).



The first collage pertains to weaving. ln this imagined
ritual, a beginning is being announced between two ' .

people. They begin weaving their lives together,
physically, psychologically, and spiritually, with the
landscape acting as the thread that holds them together.

lty'a,rriage i,s the joining af ,luto Uivei..the,

mystiaaL phiysical anà emotitonaL uniotn d
tw¿ human beingwhohave separate

famili¿s anð' histories; separate trageðies
anä àestinies.' lt is th¿ merging anà'.' '

intermeshing not onLy ofl^ntobodies anÀ

Lvt a p ersonaLilies,, but aLso of &t o Lif e

stories. Two inàiviàua3, each of whom

has a unique anà Life shaping pasL

willingly choose to sà. asiàe the soLitary

expLoration ol lhemseLves'to àisco:ler :

who lhq are in lhe pr¿s¿n6¿ of oie:;: , ,

anolher.
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The second'collage pertains to unraveling. ln this
imagined ceremony, ritual brings to a conclusion the
union of two people, by forgiving the past and releasing
the future. The landscape acts to gradually pull them
apart and soothe and release them as they continue in
their journey away from each other, each down new
paths.

Ve parted in sil¿nce. we parteà by night.

0n the banVs d thatLaneLy river;

Vhere the fragrantLimes their boughs

unite,

Ve meb - anà we ?aùeà fareverl

-lsabeLLa Crawlord

L--et,there be peace. l--à us vteave

respeduLbonàs of kinship. L-à. anger

anà shame pass from us. ln th¿ dawn,

may webe gLaà ol one anatheís
company. \Ve are not separate,though
our pain is the.anguish ol separatian,.

The biràls lLight. carries our avtareness

in its circling, soaring rise of freeàom: lt
carriesthe truth ¿fchild anà ancestors,

ours, everyones. Ve must go lorih
with this r¿ality.

-L-¿ren Cruàen,1995: 1
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ïhe third image pertains to reweaving. ln this imagined,'
ritual, a couple uses the landscape as the platform for
mediation and reconnection. Memory is also an important
aspect of this imagined ritual.

P-eLationships neeÁ to,be in a constanL .

state of reàeltnition orthqLL àie,' Yà,
when we teLL a Lo,teà one lyoive ' .
changeà," il is more an accusation than an

achna,tlcàgment ol a naturaL and

inøtitabLe p, o, 
"tt..N e d eceiv e

ourseLves when ule try to capture Life

andLoc?itinto permanenc . Ve night
as weLLtry to catch the wind in a siate.

lor Life is møteqent \Vhutut", wà s""
toàay is aLready in the process oI àying.

V¿ five in yesteràay's àream maàe

manifesL anð tamorFo\rt we wiLL see lh¡e

resuL9 of whal we âre'am toàày,'':So:',. .''

maü.er hov,t 
^rrih 

* " manipulale,

measure. anà anaLyze,Life remains

w o n á ef uLLy. te r rilyingLy my ste ri o u s.

-(arpinski,lggo
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Taking the notions shown on the previous few pages, these
three maps are about seeing what happens when these
notions are fitted to the land. This is an aerial view of Fort:
Whyte, but the place is not the focus - it is just an
exploration. These pieces should not be read as plans
necessarily, but merely displays of dimensionality and
geography. However, as with all the narratives, there are
some form-making implications! '

Vãaving Unraveltng

(C¡ty d \Vinnipeg, Land Infarmatían Services. 2OOÁ . as madified by authar)
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This chapter provides a comprehensive look at the site ,

inventory and site analyses undertaken at Fort Whyte
Centre. Then the program for the design is stated, followed
by a concept study and a comprehensive list of features and
surfaces to be incorporated in the design. Next, the chapter
highlights the detail design of this project, showing the full
colour plans, sections, and sketches for a landscape of
union at Fort Whytê Centre. As a way of leading the reader
through the various stages of the proposed union
processional, a narrative is provided. Finally, this chapter
takes a look at the complementary uses of this design.



6 ,,, ¡te,Inyeniftøiw
Regional Context
The.site for the design component of this practicum is Fort
Whyte Centre, which exists in the regional context of the
City of Winnipeg, Manitoba. Fort Whyte Centre is situated
in eastern suburban Winnipeg, off McGillivray Boulevard, at
1961 McC¡eary Road. ' ,-'

Fort Whyte Centre is a reclaimed industrial urban landsite,
once a clay quarry owned by Canada Cement (Lafarge)
Limited. ln 1957, Lafarge employees began the first
environmental activíties on this site, as they used ponds,
created by clay extraction, to keep Canadian Geese. ln
1973, the Wildlife Foundation of Manitoba was given the
opportunity to lease a large portion of Lafarge's former
property for the purposes of wildlife education and
mana$ement (The Use of l-andscape Ecological Principles,
2001: 10). The following year, Fort Whyte Nature Centre
was established.

Currently, Fort Whyte Centre acts as a privately operated,
non-profit wildlife sanctuary and educationalirecreational
centre. Fort Whyte Centre is unique by way of being inside
the city limits, but nevertheless a habitat for prairie species
of animals and plants and a place for intimacy with nature
for many school children, families, and adults. Among the
many programs and services offered by Fort Whyte Centre
are weeklong Summer Day and over-night camps, spring
and winter camps, guided walking tours, fishing', boating,
facility rentals, and snowshoeing.

Existing Parcel & Features
Fort Whyte Centre is made up of several parcels of land,
totaling 640 acres (260 ha). The parcels include grassland,
lakes, forest, and wetlands and are divided as follows: 180-
acre Wiesenthal Parcel, 163-acre Lafarge Parcel, 200-acre
Alloway Centre Parcel, and 87-acre lnland Parcel. Fort
Whyte is home to an lnterpretive Centre (opened in 1983)
and Alloway Reception Centre (opened in 2000). There is
also a field station and overnight cabins located a 20-minute
walk from the main centres.

F,rt Vhyl¿ regianaLLbcalion (farl Vhyte
Centre Çuide)
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Existing Parcels & Features
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Why Fort Whyte?
Fort Whyte was chosen as the site for the design
component of this practicum for a number of reasons.
Firstly, Fort Whyte's physical characteristics are unique.
There are intriguing patterns on the land, dating back to
Fort Whyte's time as an industrial urban landsite, which
allow for dramatic opportunities (e.g., the old railway line,
lakes, view of Lafarge).

Secondly, the survey demonstrated the fact that people

lenQ to,appreciate places in the landscape where they can
go to,be quiet and get away fróm all the noise inherent'in
our largely urban society. Fort Whyte has opportunities
for visual and auditory isolation and is unique in the.sense'
that it is within the city limits; notably, on" do", not have
to go out of Winnipeg to find peaceful places in nature.

Thirdly, as a privately operated, non-profit wildlife
sanctuary and educational/recreational centre, Fort Whyte
has a mandate that would presumably support a project
such as a union landscape where connection with l

sensory-rich natural elements is paramount. lt must also
be noted that Fort Whyte has apparently already been
approached regarding outdoor rituals (e.9., memorial
services and cremation), Upon the completion of this :

practicum, it is the intention to present tnis design to Fort
WhVte,Centre for possible implementation, , .

Lastly, the existing infrastructure at, Fort Whyte supports
the proposed design well. For instance, the existing
Alloway Reception Centre provides an indoor space for
circumstances where an outdoor ceremony would have to
be abandoned due to inclement weather. Likewise, the
existing roads, pathways, parking lot, and washroom
facilities at Fort Whyte provide for some of the functional
requirements related to the outdoor union landscape.

The Fart \Vhyte Centre is deàícated ta
pravídíng pragrammíng. naturaL settìngø
and facitìties far enviranmentaL educatían

and autdaor recreatian. ln sa daing, the
Cmtre pramates avr'arcncss an¿

understanJing af thc naturaL warLd and

actìons lcadíng tz sustainabLe Living.-

tarl \VhrLe Cenlre lvlission Statement
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Plants, Water and Habitat
Fort Whyte Centre is situated in the Lake Manitoba Plains
eco-region, which is part of the Prairie eco-zone (The Use
of Landscape Ecological Principles, 2001: 22)'. This
êco-region, consisting of a mosaic of grasslands and
trembling aspen/oak groves, is a transitional zone between
the aspen parkland to the south and the boreal forest to
the north (2001:22).

The vegetation at Fort Whyte is in differing stages of ,"

succession, due to past disturbances such as varying water
levels and the clearíng of land (2001: 11). Consisting of a
mosaic of foreêt, grasslands,,and small water bodies, thà', ,

plant and water associations at Fort Whyte Centre have
been categorized as Forest/Brush, Grassland, Wetland
(marsh and swamp), and Lake/Pond. The following lists,
compiled from both the Fort Whyte Centre plant inventory
and my site observations; portray some of the plant
composition of these associations:

Forest/brush: bur oak (Quercus macrocarpa)
trembling aspen (Poputus tremutoides)
beaked hazelnut (Corytus cornuta)
tamarack (Larix laricina)

sweet cicely (Osmorhiza claytoni)
false solomon's seal (Smitacina racemosa¡

Grassland; bigbluestem(Andropoigongerardii)
switchgrass (Panicum virgatum)
indian grass (Sorghastrum nutans)
aster (Asfer spp.)
meadow blazing star (Liatris liguistylis)
goldenrod (Solidago spp.)
wild bergamot (Monarda fistulosa)
golden Alexanders (Zizia aurea)
shrubby cinquefoil (Potentilla fruticosa)

birà feeàing,slation (vhota by aulhor,

20oa)

5quirr eL f eeàing (photo by author.

20oA)



Wetland:

, soft-stem bulrush (Scrrpus validus)
red osier dogwood (Cornus stolonifera)
narrow leaved cattail (Typha angustifolia)

The aspen forest at Fort Whyte Centre is a dominánt
feature. The tree composition of this forest is mostly
trembling aspen, interspersed with some bur oak. Aspen
tree stands are usually composed of closely spaced
individuals (2001 : 2a). A typical trembling âspen witt
grow to 20 m tall and has a lifespan of rarely more than
60 years (2001:24).

. ..:. :.. :

The aspen forest normally progresses into wetland in the
following way: from trembling aspen and hazelnut to
balsam poplar, dogwood, and then willows (20ü 2$.
As such, a border community is formed, between forest
and wetland. This border community (edge condition) is
essential habitat for much of Fort Whyte Centre's wildlife.

Wetland is also prevalent at Fort Whyte Centre, consisting
mostly of marsh. Wetland can be defined in a simplified
way as "[a]n area of land where the water table is at or
above the level of the mineral soil for the entire year"
(Johnson, 1995: 15). Marshes are rich in nutrients as they
are wetlands which are periodically inundated by standing
or slow moving water (Johnson, 1995: 17). Water in
marshes may fluctuate seasonally, but "water remains
within the rooting zone for most of the growing season"
(Johnson, 2001:17). Marshes are characterized by the
emergence of reeds, sedges, rushes and grasses
(Johnson, 2001:17).

willow (Salix spp.)
sedge (Ca rex atherodes)
cattail (Typha spp.)

The fo1.owing species repreèeit .

reguLar summer.wint¿r. or year-rounð

residenls ol lofr Vhyle Centre,

most of which are al.so Vnown to
breeà at tart Vhrte Centre
(compilzà from lhe f orttVtlyt¿: : ,

Centre Rlird ChechList anâ site
observations), ' , ': ',',,: '

,',,. . 1'.. .1, 1,,,

fares| -Deer
,: -Re|Vinge¿FdÀckbir¿- .Squirrel ., l',,.., 1.., ,,;,.

-Downy \VooÅpec\er

)Jairy Voodpecker

{reatüorneà OwL

-eLLowthroat

ChicVaàee

ÇrassLand, -PLainsbison
-?icharàsonls Çround
SquirreL

\Veilan¿' Jvluskrat

-Vestern ?ainled
Turtþ
-lvlaLLard

-bLue-\VinseàTeal"

l¿þ¿' -TainbowTrout
-?erch
-l-arge lvlouth bass
-Pive

-VaLLeve

lanaàian Çoose
-Nood Duck

-looàeà \erganser
-5votLeà 5anàpiper
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Climatic lmpact

The following statistics are taken from Environment
Canada's Canadian Climate Normals, 1971-2000, for
Winnipeg.

: .., 
i

Sunshine(Winnipeg) r,,,
The least amount of sunshine occurs in December,
averaging about 77.g (30.7%) of the 253.3 hours possible
(The Use of Ecological Principles, 2001: 13). , .,; .

Wind (Winnipeg)
Year round, the predominant wind dírection is south. North-
westerly winter winds also occur and are much harsher than
the southerly winds. Wind speeds are highest in April, at an
average of 18.4 km/hr, followed by Octobe¡ at an average
of 18.0 km/hr. TheSe strong winds occur during "transitional
months when the weather is most changeable because of
migratory weather disturbances" (2001: te¡. WinO speeds
are lowest during July and August, although calm conditions
in Winnipeg are infrequent.

.......
Precipitation (Winnipeg)
January has the most snow, with an average snowfall of
23.1 cm. June, July, and August normally have zero
snowfall. Only the months of July and August are frost-free
(2001: 15). Rainfall is híghest Ín June, with an average of
89.5 mm. Moiéture is also highest in June, with an average:
precipitation of 89.5 mm, while February is the driest month,
with an average precipitation of 14.9 mm.

Temperature (Winnipeg)
January is usually the coldest month, with an average
temperature of -17.8oC. By April, the cold season is mostly
over, with warm temperatures experienced from May to
September (2001: 15). July is typically the warmest month,
with an average temperature of 19.5oC. Temperatures
begin dropping in September and by November, significant
temperature decreases have occurred, with an average
temperature of -5.3oC.



Wind (Winnipeg)
Wind: Jan Feb lrlar Apr Hay Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov

speed (km,/h) . L7.t L6.7 17.7 L8.4 r7,9 16.4 14,6 r4.9 t7 .1 18.0 77.4

MostFrcquentD¡rection S S S .S S . S S' S S S S

Staristics taken from Environment Canada's Canadian Climate Normals 1971-2000, for Winnipeg
htÞ ://www climate.weatherofüce. ec. gc.ca,/climate:normals
Accessed Janu ary 22, 2005

Precipitation (Winnipeg)
Pre.c¡prtat¡.on: 

. 
fan Feb

Ra¡nfall (mm) 0,2 2,5

Snowfall (cm) 23.1 14.2

Prec¡pltat¡on (mm) I9.7 74.9

Average Snow Depth (cm) 18 20

Med¡an Snow Depth (cm)' t7 2I': -:.: .:, .. : . , ..

Snow Depth at Month-end (cm) .r 20 : !9

Statistics taken from Environment Canadars Canadian Climate Normals 1971-2000, for Winnipeg
httn://www.climate-weathero ffice.ec.sc.caJclimate normals
Acce-ssgd Jan uary 22, 200 5

Temperature (Winnipeg)

M?r Apr. Itlay Jun . jlul Aug

7.5 2r.5 58.0 89.5 70.6 75.7

15.8 10.1 0,8 : , 0.0 0.0 0.0

21.5 31.9 s8.8 89.s 70.6 7s.7

13'3 0 0 0 0
:.73. 2 O 0 0

7 0' 0 0 0 0

Temperatune:

Daily Avèrage (oC) -17.8 -13.6

Standard Dev¡at¡on 3.9 4.2

Da¡ly l¡laximum (oC) -12.7 -8.5

Da¡ly lrl¡n¡mum ("C) -22.8 -78.7

Dec

77.r

ç

Jan Feb

Statistics taken from Environment Canada's Canadian Climate Normals 1971-2000, for Winnipeg
htÞ ://www. climate.weatheroffi ce. ec.gc. ca.iclimate:normals
Accessed January 22, 2005

Mãr Apr.

-6.t 4.0

3.5 2.7

-1.1 10.3

-11.0 -2.4

Sep Oct

51.9 31.0

0.4 5.0

52.3 36.0

00

00

o2

Þlay Jun

t2,o tr'.o

2:5 1.8

19.2 23;3

4.8 10.7

Nov .Dec

6.1 1.6

21.4 19.8

25.O 18.5

510

410

814

Jul .Aug

19.5 18.5

1.5 1,8

25:8 25.O

13.3 11.9

S€p Oct

L2.3 5.3

t.4 1.6

18.6 10.8

6.0 -0.3

Nov Dec

-5.3 -14.4

3.3 4.2

-0.9 9.7

-9.6 -19.1
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Perceptua I G haracteristics

Sensory Features

The following section pinpoints the noteworthy sensory I

features, For example, among allthe textures at Fort,
Whyte Centre, those textural values which are considered
most appealing have been indicated.

Key-view sheds occur along the axis of Sam Fabro Way
(where one can look south across the lakes), along the
wetland corridors, and out into the Bison Prairie from
along the interpretive path/tree house. Visual features
consist primarily of buildings at the Centre and a few hilled
areas. The Lafarge factory a dominant view from several
locations, may be considered obtrusive to some'while.an
intriguing historical remnantfo others-, Sounds of wildlife
occur throughout the centre; however, more intense ,

sounds occur at the bird-feeding stationsand along the
shorelines. A distinct hum of the Lafarge factory is evident
in some locations. A moist, earthy rrãt ¡s mosi evident
along the trails when one moves into the aspen forest. :

The drive into the site (along McCreary Road and Sam:
Fabro Way) can be associaied with thô strong taste and
smell of the gravel dust. And the most striking visual:
textures of the site include the shorelines and wetland
areas, where sedges and bushes create intriguing angles
and colour contrasts.

Subieàive LppraisaL ol f o*
Vhrb¿ (und erÍahen in winter) :

Sight
lvl ovemmt, which attracts attentian'

Flitfing ol biràs
NvenLeaves àancing

Deier ghiding by, browsing. and staring
Squirrel. scampeûng up a feeàer
5haâÑs àancing on the snaw

Calour,

Vh¡te. reà, srey,bLue

Texture'

Çrain on the grounà. mixed with the
snow

f oolprinls and ice cryslal-s
gLimmering in the snow

ÇraveL and slush

Çrass is exvoseà

The view beyand,

?e¡feà bLue sVy against while
asPen

? aths at erw,ther e. crisscr o ssing

Presence af peapLc'

Ñone'onLy my ov'ln shaàørt

My feeLings'

I am surroundeàby stiLLlong,

eLegant trees. which guiàe me on

L-caning archway of as?en summons

me through
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scare Noteworthy Sensorial Features
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Existing,Circulation

Fort Whyte has developed many beautiful interpretÍve
paths through its forests and wetlands. These pathways
are concentrated in the southern part of Fort Whyte's !and;
however, longer pathways do stretch into the northern part
of the property. With less concentration of pathways, the
northern portion of land has more opportunity for further
development. Some of Fort Whyte's pathways are for
school groups and staff only. However, it would be nice to
formalize the entry to the pathway to the overnight cabins,
in order to accentuate the specíal experience awaiting
visitors at the cabins.

Subjective LppraisaL of fort
Vhrte (unàer*aVen in winter)

üearing
Pight here'

breeze in lrees. rustling
5 quir r eL cr acVing s e eàs

Mnd murmuring

Chirpins ol biràs

Outside'

P-oar of winà picïing up in the trees
ChiLdren yeLLing

frucLE cLanding. constant hum

lvlv fee\ings:

I anLuLLeà by the winá anà

the sublLe sounds of animals

Traffìc noise is àisturbing, but
ceùainLy a seconàary, more àistant
sounà

Touch
Texture every,,there

FeeL d things,

Twigs anÁ grass rising from the snow

The soLes of ny leet sinV. into the
sofl snow

Çnarlcà bur OaV
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Existing Spatial Structure

]he spatial structure at Fort Whyte can be described as
follows:
,. ,' ' .

Node: bird-feeding stations, bison-viewing mound, Alloway
Centre plaza, cabins

Path¡, roadwaVs, 
interpretive 

trails, group.only trails 
,

Point (event or landmark): buildings, hills, tree house,
gazebo, prairie dog corral

Edge: water-land, wetland-forest, forest-grassland, road-
grassland, fence

Subjeàive AppraisaL of furt
Vhyte (unÅeùa?en in winter)

lemperature af things,

Varmth ¿f sun

CoLdness of snov,t tingLes ny leà.
I become numb sitting on the bench

Mavement af the aìr,

My hair is bLown

CoLá breeze on my Tace

Mx feelíngs'
I enjoy the contrasE - vtarm anà

coLÀ, soft anáharà, soLiá anà ðeLicate

SmcLL anà tastc
fresh, cLean essence

Mx feeLínss,

I feeLinvigorateà, reLaxeä, anà free
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6.9 5i'üe ÅnaLyses
The site analyses focuses on the northern district of the site.
This portion of the site was intuitively appealing to me. The
analyses will act to back up this initial feeling.

Topography
Most of the síte has a slope of less than 1 

o/o and can be
described as low, hummocky, and very poorly drained.
As such; the wetness and poor drainage of the site provides
both constraints and opportunities for design. Most activity
will have to occur on elevated walkways and platforms, in
order to facilitate walking and keeping one's ólothes and
shoes clean. However, these elevated spaces can be
elegant and special. lndeed, walkways that creep right
through the wetland will be designed so as to allow the
beauty (includíng texture and smell) of the wetland to be
experienced close at hand. Additionally, human impact on
the wetland will be reduced by keeping people on the path.

Views' ,,

The views of sky and water at Fort Whyte will be
emphasized, with special consideration given to the, axis of
the wetland corridor. Views to Lafarge will be límited for the
ceremonial spaces, but may be an interesting perspective
during tlre early parts of the ritual sequence.

W¡ñd ..
Apart from the bison prairie and along Sam Fabro Way,
where thefe is little wind protection, most of Fort Whyte
Centre has patches of forest which help mitigate the effects
of strong winds. These patches of forest also create cool
zones during hot, sunny days. As such, during the design
phase, these forest patches will be taken into consideration
and made use of accordingly.

Vegetation
The existing native vegetation will be celebrated/enhanced
to the greatest extent possible in the design. A decision
needs to be made as to whether the introduction of a few
horticultural plant species is appropriate for a centre whose
mandate is that of regional plant education.
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6,4 ?røgram ts¡eiøpment
Program

Network of pathways and spaces allowing for journeys
whiòh

¡ can be choreographed bythe use(s)
' r are meaningful/symbolic in relation to a

.:

. transcend particular religious or cultural
variants

Hierarchy of spaces
. allowing for a range of union-related rites

' : , unionritualsI ,' :: I 
'

' offering options for private and public acts

. o ,two,large spaces to accommodate
groups of varying sizes (up to 150

. ,,' ' , ' l' . 'expandable space (flexibility
in volume)

o severat small, private areas for one
or two people, .

Focus on walking surfaces
r as indicator of change
r as functional for long dressesihigh heels

References to spirituality and union manifest in
landscape features, structures, or even written
inscriptions

. symbolic and poetic intentions
emphasized

Retain the existing trees and vegetation of this
reclaimed quarry site as the dominant experience

. allowing particular qualities of the site to
inform and shape the design

. highlighting immediacy of vegetation,
seasons, and other physical elements

. contributingtosimplification, accentuation,
contrast, and dramatization of existing
vegetation

Use of existing infrastructure (existing roads, parking lot,
washrooms, etc.)

Ritual

Ðesign Com?onenE

Landscape



6.m ffiesign Wæ.r,efupmænt,

Concept Study

I#;l'flrJi:-å::ff l:Jäìåii:'H:t?J,åi3å:IiilåD'isrance
landscape: Woodland Cemetery in Stockholm, Sweden.
Based on the average walking rate of adult pedestrians
(7Bm/min) with no stops, the proposed journey at Fort
Whyte (1100m)takes 14 minutes to complete as compared
to the journey at the Woodland Cemetery (1300m)which
takes 17 minutes to complete. One can conclude from this
study that the proposed walking distance at Fort Whyte is
not unreasonable, given that people are currentlywalking
the longerdistance atthe Woodland Cemetery. lt must be
noted however, that Europeans are generally more avid
walkers than North Americans!

Preliminary Concept Plans

Two alternative preliminary concept plans were created,
each showing two different typologies of space creation.
Concept Plan Aencompasses straight, axial pathways,
which align off the existing wetland spine which runs north-
south along the site. Concept Plan B encompasses
meandering, sinuous pathways which respond to the
topography of the site. Furthermore, Concept Plan B
considers the spatialsequence from individual, to couple, to
group. This sequence is considered important in achieving
a deliberate."slowing down", during a time when a couple
being wed often has performance jitters relating to the
imminent ceremony.

Despite their differences, both concept plans deal with a
sequential journey to union. Throughout this journey, both
concept plans display permeability, in that they allow for a
range of visualand experientialchoices, which are
articulated in the several outdoor rooms occurring along the
processional sequence.

Woodland
d'.Ti,me

: '1.1

:ery Plan Overlayed

'-i ¡i¡i¡ ¡
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Final Concept Plan

The final concept plan incorporates the best features of bo-th
preliminary plans: The strong axial character of Concept 

,

Plan A, which introduces the visitor to the wonderful
experiential qualities of the existing wetland spine, conveys
a distinct sense of movement. At the same time, Concept
Plan B's character is reflected in the curvilinear adjoining
pathways which follow the existing vegetation and
topography. These pathways reflect a progressive
seq.uence, which was chosen in preference to the, .

switchback pathways of Plan A. This progression considers
the transition from loud to quiet as one moves into nature
and also establishes a rhythm which alternates between the
random and symmetrical (encompassing both formal and
informal). Also reflected in this progressive sequence is the
spatialtransition from individual to couple to group.
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Master'Plan

ln thjs, plan, the outdoor rooms'have, been detailed¡ The ,

rooms tend to be circular, contained spaces, so as to convey
a sense of embrace and completeness, as well as to
celebrate arrival and rest. Th'e circle is furthermore
considered a democratic form, which will allow inclusion of
performers and participants in the space.
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legend

I parking (exist¡ng)
2 Alloway Reception CenÞr (existing)
3 gatmay
4 place of giv¡ng up
5 palhway (existing)
6 wet meadow (existing)
7 meandering boardwalk
8 plaæ of connection
I place ofexpectation
10 place of emergence
1 I axial boardwalk
12 wet æridor (ex¡sling)
'13 p¡acaofcleansing
14 fog meadow
'15 place of æremony
16 gateway
17 aspen forest (existing)
18 plaæ ofceremony
'19 galeway
20 place of iilum¡nation
21 parking lor golf ærts
22 galeway
23 Richardson Fietd Statior and æbins (exist¡ng)
24 pathway(existing)
25 gâteway
26 docUEmp
27 Lake Cargilt (existing)
28 hill (ex¡sting)
29 aspen loresl (exìsl¡ng)
30 lnterprelive Center (existinq)
31 dock (ex¡sting)

+_-
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Materials
The following lists are proposed features and surfaces
(including details and significance) for the design at Fort
Whyte Centre.

Sculptural Features:- ' ; : l

Stone cairns with lanterns and ledges

. Repetitive (regular intervals of 60 m, 200')
't, ,Creête rhythm along corridor, breaking up space
. Symbolic of journey of life as a couple

. Milestones (sígnificant events)

Dry lgid limestone, walls/ar:chways
' ' r Sweeping shape guides visitors along corridor and

unifies site
. Announce entry transition
. Dramatize views

' Control use of space (by whom, when)
. , Metaphor io the dance of lifer- moving in and out of

thresholds, crossings and gateways as a couple
o transition between stages of life - different

stages on same path
' ': o 'ln other words, they refer to the winding naturer

tribulaiions) 
-

Dry laid limestone planters
. Sweeping shape guides visitors along corridor
. Dramatize views
. Mass plantings create patterns in the landscape

which fluctuate seasonally
o metaphor to the dance of life - seasonal colour

changes representative of the patterns of life
as a couple

o winding nature of life (no straight path due to
trials and tribulations)

The faLLovtingl images are preceàents

for leatures and suiaces'



Surfacês

. lmportant in the design for
o Creating pauses at important decision points'
o lndication of change from one state to the next

Raised wooden walkways - in cedar and white pine
. Unifyíng surface, continuous throughout most of the

journey
r Repetitive element - refêrence to'site's industriall

cultural legacy (railway line)
r Addresses the overall wetness of the site (raised)
. Retains the ecological integrity of the surrounOing

. Celebrate this journey with a "special" walkway
(raised, elegant detail)

. Provides an intimate experience with the wet :

meadow

Unit pavers (granite)
. Transitional surface between crushed limestone and

polished granite (functional purpose of cleaning soles
of shoes)

. Acts as a tactile indicator surface

Polished/hammered granite
. Heavy, grounding element
. Exquisite materialwhich signifies a special moment

:

Textured concrete
. Energetic surface, which references the texture of the

wet meadow
. Reference to site's industrial/cultural legacy

waLkway (photo bv author.2OOa)



Use

This plan shows the patterns of use that I propose. lt shows
important views, such as the glimpses a couple may have of
each other in the wet meadow. This plan also shows how
the design provides for vísual and sensory isolation
(peacefulness) in some areas, which allows visitors the
opportunity to reach the essence of a contemplative
moment (where they may prepare spiritually, emotionally,
and psychologically for union).
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Giving Up
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Connection

At this point in the journey, the focus ís on the individual
and personal centring/introspection. The sheltered seating
area is a visually and sensorially isolated place, which sets
the stage for a contemplative moment.

This place is also about a moment of connection.
Although the couple will have each taken a different path

through the marsh, once seated, they are both oriented so
as to look at a conjoining symbol (the stream of dogwood
bushes), which connects them across the distance. As
such, there is a sense of being independent, but of being
together at the same time.
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Expectation

The sense of introspection, emphasized at the
previous point in the journey, is now reversed. This
place is symbolic of the moment in time when the
paths of two people cross. This meeting may be
active orsymbolic, depending on whetherthe couple
wishes to see each other priorto the ceremony or not.
For those seeing each other for the first time at this
location, this space will afford much anticipation.
Notably, the linear arran gement of the symmetrical
paths allows a view of each other approaching from a
distance. Benches allow one person to comfortably
await the arrival of the other. The woven willow
sculptures are playful, providing a sense of warmth
and enclosure in the space.

E:<isting site (V oyce, 20 05)
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Emerging

This is a beautiful, vibrant place, where the stage is set for
a moment of emergence. Not only do guests and the
public cross through this plaza by way of the existing
pathways, but a throat of red osier dogwood and a butterfly
garden acts to funnelthe couple towards this place. The
oval shape of this space provides fortwo foci, the first
being the public space and the second being the space for
guests to gather. Allowing the public to pass through this
place references the act of union being witnessed by the
public, as well as by nature.

A perfect place for photos and socializing, this plaza allows
guests the opportunity to cut flowers for their own
bouquets. The granite surface emphasizes the special
quality of this place. The walls and dogwood act as
controlled photographic backdrops and additionally lead
the eye onwards into the marsh corridor. Apathway
beyond the walls is hidden, allowing forthe visual
privatization of the couple's continued journey.
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Journey to Union

The journey now takes the visitors along the wet
corridor. lndeed, the movementof visitors
through this space is important in fostering
connections with meaning and/or spirituality. lt is
generally accepted that most people feel a sense
of spiritual connection or peacefulness when
spending time in nature. Secondly, the physical
act of walking tends to help people unwind and
feel more relaxed. Hence, physical movement
through the landscape may provide a unique
opportunity for couples, at a time when many are
fearfuland nervous of performance, to achieve a
more tranquil state before their ceremony. ln this
way, the journey through the landscape is as
important as the final destination.
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Metaphors for Life

Signifìcant features in th is journey th rou gh the landscape
are changes in paving material at important points along
pathways, to encourage visitors to pause for a moment.
Curvilinear stone walls and planters act as a metaphor for
the winding, changing nature of a couple's life, where there
is no straight path due to the trials and tribulations which
will inevitably be encountered. lntegrated in these walls
and planters are plaques which, randomly placed, allow
pauses for delight and contemplation throughout the
procession. Placed parallel to the path of travel and
mounted at a 30o angle, visitors must turn 90o to
contemplate these plaques, while others may choose to
simply pass by. These plaques display symbolic
inscription, taken from a variety of sources which
transcend different cultural beliefs. At a basic level,
however, the inscriptions pertain to nature and to affìrming
human beings. The inscription may read as follows:

Two Trees
A portion of your souLhasbeen

Lntwined with mine.

A gentLe kind of togetherness, whiLe

SevarateLy we stanà.

As Lvto trees àeevLy roateà in

Separate pLots ol grounà,

Vh¡L¿ th"¡. topmost branches

Come togàher,

f orming a miracLe of Lace

Mainst the heavens.

-Jan¿t Mil¿s
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Gleansing

This is a momentwhere one is forced to pause.
Approaching the water feature, one must physically walk
around the feature, allowing for a close-up experience of
the slowly moving water. The sky is brought down into the
dark granite basin, and a water key moves the water back
behind visitors, symbolic of leaving one's past behind.
The dry lip on the edge of the basin allows visitors to
engage with the basin functionally, whether it be cleansing
one's hands in the water, or even performing a baptism.

This basin also carries a strong symbolic message. As
noted previously, most belief systems have some form of
cleansing as part of the preparation for marriage. As
water is one of the universalsymbols of cleansing/
purification, and is considered sacred in all cultures, water
has been chosen to depict this sense of cleansing before
union. Namely, the water feature is meant to symbolically
put people in their best personal state, so that they may
join in union with a "clean slate".
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Ceremony

This is the first of two ceremonialplaces. Here, there ís a
sense of openness on the promontory platform, which
hovers over the wet meadow. Day or night, the vista to
the expansive sky is emphasized here.

Surrounding this platform, a fog meadow (synthetically
made fog) has been incorporated into the existing
wetland corridor. This playful, ever-changing backdrop is
influenced by the wind which travels along the wetland
corridor. The fog is symbolic of stepping into the
unknown, which pertains to the notion of stepping into a
new stage in life such as union.

As such, there is a sense of energy to this place. A heart
makes the focalpoint of the textured concrete platform,
where a fire may be lit and then extinguished as a marker
of the end of a ceremony/celebration. Up-lit prairie
cordgrass, Spartina pectinata, also adds to the warmth
and vibrancy of this place.

Flexibility is important to the use of this place. Notably,
the space is expandable, with smaller groups occupying
the inner space and larger groups using the entire
platform. Chairs and tables are moveable and the low
walls allow for informal seating arrangements. Likewise,
there is plenty of space for standing, balanced by space
forseating.

d.ì::r t s"¡ìù1il l.1l! l'¡
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Ceremony

This is the second of two ceremonial places. Located in
the aspen forest at Fort Whyte, this place has a sense of
being grounded and protected. The form is that of a circle,
representing a state of wholeness, where there is no
beginning and no end. Also referenced by this form is the
aboriginal concept of the circle of life which describes the
cycle of seasons, and the cycle of human existence from
birth through marriage to death. lntimacy is achieved by
incorporating a scent garden in the inner part of this space,
as well as by the flowering fruit trees and shrubs
surrounding the space.

Stone is a dominant material in this ceremonial place, with
granite being the choice material for the altar and central
surface. Stone is seen as symbolic of a couple's physical
connection with each other and the warmth their presence
brings to one another. As an auxiliary reference, the stone
altar acts as a reminder of the supporl promised by family
and friends. Additionally, the slight rise in the path (and
subsequent sunken altar space), represents the difficulty
and seriousness of the new life of union ahead forthe
couple.

Flexibility is important in this ceremonial place. As such,
there are covered and open spaces as well as spaces for
seating and standing. The centralized form of this wooded
chapel allows for smaller groups to gather in the inner
space, while larger groups may expand into the outer
space. Likewise, the circular form allows for a variety of
movementand views.

Section shovling treees and gLazeà cano?y over ceremoniaL pLace.
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lllumination

This platform in the lake provides an opportunity for a
couple to spend some quiet time alone, after or before
their ceremony. lt may also serve as a romantic spot for
lovers to enjoy a picnic or chat. With a reclined bench for
two and view of open sky and floating lanterns, the stage
is certainly set for a private moment of reflection and
intimacy as a couple. Likewise, the water references new
life and the easterly sky references dreams of the future.
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A coupLe returns lrom their sveciaL moment bv the Lake to re-unite with th¿ir guesls.
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ScentlEdible Garden

The following is the plant composition in the scent garden
of the wooded ceremonial space: .

white prairie cloveç Peralostemon candidum

dewberry Rubus pubescens

wild strawberry, Fragaria virginiana

Wet Meadow Planters

The following is the plant composition in the dry-laid
limestone planters, located in the wet meado*'

joe-pye weed, Eupatorium maculatum

heaft-leaved alexander, Zizia aptera

prairie cordgrass, Spaftina pectinata

praírie rrose, Rosat arkansana
(vermission lv : use pholø gr 4nled.fu g¡rst

20 05, W T ed lvlcL-achtan)

canadens¡s
(permission lo use photo granlcà Ngust
2OO5. by ïeà lltcL-achLan)



Butterfly Garden

The following is the plant composition in the
butterfly garden:

, : ,, 1', ' , , I . : 
l

gaillardia, Gaillardia aristata

giant hl¿ssop, Agastache foeniculum

Black-eyed suzan, Rudbeckia hirta
(vermission to use ghoto granteà Ãugusl
2O 05, by T ed lvlc|-¿chLan)

wild bergamot, Monarda
fistulosa
(permission tò use photo graifted Augugl.

2O 05. by T e d lvlcL-achl.an)

dotted blazing star, Liatris punctata
(permission lo use photo granteá August
20O5. by Ted lllcLachLan)

goldenrod, Solidago
(permission to use vhato
granted August2OO5.by
f ed lvlcL-¿chLan)



Ornamental trees/shrubs

The following trees and shrubs are the
ornamental features, strategically placed to
contrast with the existing trembling aspen
and bur oak:

ussurian pear, Pyrus ussuriensìs, I

rosybloom crabapple, Malus x adstringens
(vermission l.o use photo granted Ngust. 2OO5. bv Ieà
McL¡ch[an)

highbrush cranberry
Viburnum edule
(permission ta use phato granteà Ntgust
20 05, bv T¿d McL-achLan)

"*:l: -.-.*'ì ^ a;: -r-+"ÑS
red-osier dogwood, Cornus
stolonifera
(permission to use vhoto granleà N.ryust

2OO5.W f ed ltlcL--achLan)



6f t{arrative
Vhat. CouLÅ ilappen the Day ol a\Veààing

The following narrative illustrates a,few of the limitless
possibilities ior experience in a sequential fashion. And the
sequence of the narrative could be reversed, or only one of
the many cells could be used.

Susan and Rob are a míddle-aged couple who have chosen
Fo-rtrWhyte for their union, as a way to connect with the
beauty of creation. Having been raised to learn from all
religions, théy feel a special connection to each other When
they spend time in nature. And they look foruvard to a quiet,
intimate fall evening at Fort Whyte. This is their journey
(please also see corresponding plan on page 103):

A S-usanìand Rob arrive at 6pm at Fort Whyte, along with
two longtime friends, who walk with them to the first
Câll'fì:'t .: .

g Susan and Rob each take a separate path into the wet
meadow, where they then take 20 minutes alone under
the grape vine arbours, gazing down the stream of
dogwood towards each other, as they reach a state of
peacefulness.

G At 6:30pm, they carry on down the path, soon seeing
each other approaching in the distance, Embracing one
another, they take five minutes together on the bench.

D Proceeding onward, they are ushered through a colourful
array of flowers, out into a granite plaza, where the first of
their 80 guests have begun to arrive.

E After exchanging hugs and taking pictures, the guests
continue up the existing path. One golf cart is in the
convoy, which transports Rob's mother, who suffers from
arthritis. Susan and Rob begin their journey along the
wet corridor, stopping at a granite basin to wash their
hands in the running water and recite a prayer together.



f As they continue to wa!k, they soon find themselves,in
the midst of swirlíng patterns of fog, which brings a '
sense of playfulness to their walk.

G Onward they go, pausing here and there to appreciate
the thoughtful ínscriptions and the golden swatches of
grasses in the planters.

þl Turning into:the aspen forest, they arrive at a covered
plaza at 7:30pm, where they are met by their guests and
celebrant. Their ceremony is intimate, in a darkening
space lit by citronella canãles.

..... ::
t At Spm,lthe ceremony is complete, and Susan and Rob

leave their guests in the plaza while they make their way
past a white wall, out into the lake.

J Lounging on a cushioned reclined bench for two, they
take time to enjoy a romantic moment.

J( As they return to the shore, they make their way around
the plaza, meeting their guests by an opening in the
stone wall.

L An animated crowd of people then'follows the pathway
of lit cairns to a concrete platform, where a roaring fire is
waiting to warm them in the brisk fall evening. They eat
a casual barbequed supper near the flre, followed by
singing and storytelling.

M At midnight, they light candles, and make a procession
back through the wet meadow and out to their vehicles.
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Although this design focuses on a place for union, it is also
designed for complementary uses, which relate to Fort
Whyte's mandate as a centre for environmental education
and outdoor recreation. As such, there could be 365 days
of use, as opposed to the perhaps 100 days of use for
union. This would certainly enable the design to be more
economically feasible!

Ritual/Sociat Event Facilities

Other rituals (both secular and sacred) could be well
accommodated here, given thê processional,walk and the
plazas. These rituals include baptisms, May Day, memorial
services, wiener roasts, biñhday parties, family reunions a
pow wows.

Ed ucationa I/lnterpretive Facil ities

This design for union can also function as an educational/.,
interpretive facility. Along the boardwalk, there are pleasant
stopping points where one can sit and read the inscriptions.
The ceremonial areas also function well as outdoor
classrooms, given the seating walls and flexible space. A
strong educational component of the design are the plants
in the stone planters, which are artistic but are also
educationally recognized, in the sense that they bring into
focus specific components:of,the patchwork'of surrounding
vegetation. Likewise, the cairns provide an attractive
sculptural addition to Fort Whyte and would certainly be
appreciated by all visitors.

Ecological/Habitat Facilities

The design also functions as an ecological/habitat facility.
For instance, the concentrated area of nectaring flowers
provides a habitat for butterflies, while at the same time
creating a visual delight. The ceremonial platform in the
wetland corridor is an ideal bird-watching location.

granteà Ausust 2OO5. bv Teð VcLachLan).

2utðoor cLassroom (permission to use phalo

granted August 2005. bv Teà lvlcL-achLan).

granted Ailgusl 20O5. bv lvlarc lvlarion).
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V.l åummary
This chapter will re-address the goal and objectives of this ,

study, determining the ultimate successes and limitations,of
this study.

The goal of this study was to design a new landscape ritual
for relationship transitions, as such, connecting people with
the symbolic meaning and/or spiritual message inherent in
the natural world, during the unioning ceremony. The
objectives pertainedrto changing public perception of union
rituals, encouraging freedom of expression in union in the
landscape and of providing new ideas beyond landscape as
a stage setting for rituals.

This goal and the objectives were met throughout the
course of this study, Not only was a design for union in the
landscape fully realized, bu! a broad range of perspectives
on meaning in the landscape were uncovered, thanks to
those who participated ín the qualitative survey. Likewise,
this work provides new ideas and encourages openness
and flexibility r:egarding the design of spaces for outdoor
union, so as allow use by a wide range of the population. ln
essence, this practicum does not tell people how and where
they should perform union ceremonies. lnstead, it gives
people a new perspective on union and provides new ideas
for connecting to the landscape during union ceremonies.



/:Z"lt'mÞLi¿atiøñE
Attheconclusionof1hisbodyofwork,thefollowing..'
implications are noted:

Successes of the practicum:

- , 
:The development of an increased'understanding of the
historical and contemporary precedents that inform the
design of a place of union in the landscape
Completion of a design for union in the landscape that
has the potential to act as a basis for the realization of
new environments for union

- The accomplishment of a personal vision to provide new
opportunities as an alternative to the status quo of ,

wedding celebrations

Limitatíons of the practicum:
The awareness that the possible threads informing the
design for a place of union in the landscape are so
diverse and numerous that they cannot possibly all be
incorporated into this study

- The realization that the final design is only one
designer's solution to creating a landscape for union,
which could be refiñed/elaborated upon more if future
time and resources were to be had
The understanding that not all people will desire to
union in the landscape
The reality that this designed space has limited use
during winter months or inclement weather
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Ethics Protocol Submission Form

1. Summary of Project:
union Embodied in the Landscape: A New Landscape, a New Ritual for
Rel atio n shi p Tra n sitio n s

This study focuses on the idea of capturing meaning in the landscape.

Specifically, the purpose of this study is to gain an understanding of how people

view meaning and / or spirituality in the landscape as it pertains to union. The

lerm union will be used to refer to the transition undertaken as two people join

their lives conjugally in a committed and meaningfulway, inespective of legal or

religious bonds. As such, the results of this study will be used to inform the
desìgn of an outdoor environment which aims to inspire couples to connect with

the landscape during their unions.

A questionnaire (three pages, 14 questions in length) has been developed to

allow for written responses from subjects. Questions include both openended
as well as multiple choice / yes-no questions, in order to provide a flexible
approach to the study. Questions are divided into two main parts:

Part 1 - lJnion. This part aims to establish the meaning of landscape as related to
union. ln doing so, this part looks at setting and at human needs, in the design of

a new landscape for union.

Par12 - Meaning of Landscape / Nature. This part aims to determine how
meaning in the landscape is conveyed to people.

The questionnaire concludes with a few questions under the heading
Backg rou nd I nformation.

2. ReSearCh lnStrUments: Please see attached sheets, including
questionnaire and consent form.

3. Study Subjects:
The targeted résponse group is individuals / couples who wish to or have had an

out-of-doors union æremony. The goal is to receive responses from

approximately 30-50 individuals / couples.

Questionnaires will be circulated to businesses associated with the wedding

industry. Approximately fìve questionnaires (along with stamped and self-

addressed envelopes) will be left at approximately 12 willing businesses- lf
interested, clientele will be given a questionnaire (from a business



representative) which may be taken home to complete. lncluded with the
questionnaire will be a consent form. The completed questionnaire and consent

form may then be returned to the researcher by mail within a designated time
period.

4. lnformed Consent:
As previously noted, written consent will be obtained.

5. Deception:
This research does not involve deception.

6. Feedback I Debriefing:
For participants who should desire to further discuss the subject of this study or
be provided with feedback on the results of this study, they will be encouraged to
contact the researcher or research supervisor by phone or email-

7. Risks and Benefits:
There are no known risks to the subjects or to a third party.

8. Anonymity and Confidentiality.
Respondents of this study will maintain an anonymous status for the following
reasons:

a. Respondents will not have physical contact with the researcher, as
questionnaires will be given out by business representatives.

b. Respondents are asked to not provide a retum address when mailing the
questionnaire back to the researcher.

All written information included in the survey will be kept confidential and will be

used for academic purposes only.

9. Compensat¡on:
The issue of compensation is not relevant to this study.
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Consent Form

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your record and reference, is

only part of the process of informed consent. lt should give you the basic idea of what

the research is about and what your participation will involve. lf you would like more

detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel

free to ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any

accompanying information.

Research Proiect Ïtle
Un'ton Ernbodied in the Landscape: A New Landscape, a New Ritualfor
Relationship Transitions

Researcher
Stepnan're Voyæ, a graduate student working towards a Master's Degree in Landscape

Architecture.

Terminoloov
The term union will be used to refer to the transition undertaken as two people join their

lives conjugally in a committed and meaningful way, irrespective of legal or religious

bonds. Ìfrã term rituatwill be used to refer to the sacred or secular ways in which

people, alone or in a group, mark events, beliefs or conditions. The term value will be

used to refer to the beliefs that are important to people.

Studv Focus
Th''s strJdy focuses on the idea of capturing meaning in the landscape. Specifically, the

purpose ót tn¡s study is to gain an understanding of how people view meaning and/or

spiiituality in the landscape as it pertains to union. As such, the results of this survey will

be used to inform the design of an outdoor environment which aims to inspire couples to

connect with the landscape during their unions.

This survey is estimated to take 5-10 minutes to complete. The questions will be divided

as follows:

L)epartment of l:ntlscapc Architect Lrrc

201 llussell l-ìuilding

Winnipeg, Manitob¡

Gnada R3T 2N2

Telcphone (2M) 47 4'9 458

Fax (204) 474-7532

*Please keep for your records*

. Union

. Meaning of Landscape/Nature

. Background lnformation



Participation in the Studv
A stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience, and you are only

asked to return the survey (with this consent form) by March 7, 2005. ln an effort to

keep this study anonymous, please do not provide a retum address on this envelope. All

written information included in the survey will be kept confidential and will be used for
academic purposes only. Afler any form of identification is removed, data will be stored

in its original survey response form uniil results are tabulated. The data will be

destroyed upon approval of the master's thesis document.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the

information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a

subject. ln no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers or
involved institution from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to
withdraw from the study at any time, and/or refrain from answering any questions you

prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequenæ. Your continued participation should be

as informed as your initial consent, so you should feelfree to ask for clarification or new

information throughout your participation.

This research will be disseminated through a master's thesis, which will be available at

the U of M library. Should you wish to be provided with feedback on the results of this
study, please indicate, on the last page of the questionnaire, your desire to have the
results sent to you (by e-mail). You may also contact the researcher or research
supervisor directly, at any time, to be provided with feedback on the results of this study
and/or to further discuss the subject of this study.

Stephanie Voyce:
or
Dr. Dan N uttall (supervisor) : 47 4-9692, nuttalld@cc. umanitoba. ca

This research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board. lf you

have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of the above-
named persons or the Human Ethic Secretariat at 474-7122, or e-mail
Margaret_bowman@umanitoba.ca. A copy of this consent form has been given to you

to keep for your records and reference.

Partici pant's Sig nature

- 
..-. r'+-lt ^

Researcher'l Sig natu re

Date

Date



Questionnaire
lJnion Embodied in the Landscape: A New Landscape, a

New Rituat for Relationship Transitions

lnstructions: please check the response that describes you best. For some sections,

defìnitions or text are provided to contextualize the questions being asked.

Part 1 - Union
This section aims to establish the meaning of landscape as related to union. ln doing

ro',inir section looks at setting and at human needs, in the design of a new landscape

for union.

1. Have you ever had/considered a union ceremony (e.9., marriage, etc.)?

ú Yes
t No (Please skiP to Parl2)

2. lf yes to #1, what location was chosen/would you prefer for this union ceremony?

! lndoors - whY:

! Out-of-doors - whY:

ú Both - whY:

3. lf you chose/would prefer to have an indoor union ceremony, are there any

circumstances under which you would choose an out-of-doors union ceremony?

tr Yes, please explain (then continue with #4):

U No, please explain (then skip to Part 2):

4. lf you chose/would choose to have an out-ofdoors union ceremony, are there any

,p"r". in the landscape that you did/would find important to have represented? Please

rank in the order you considei most important, with 1 being the most important:

- 
bed) Meeting space (e'9" fork of

- 

Edge space (e.g., clift) river)

- 
Opén space (e.g., meadow) Other(s):-

- 
Enclosed space (e.g., forest) Do not know

S. lf you chose/would choose to have an out-of-doors union ceremony, what ceremonial

activities did/do you envision taking place (e.g., l. releasing butterflies, 2. reading poetry,

3. cleansing, etc.¡Z Please list in the order yõu consider most important, with 1 being the

most important:

3
5

ú Do not know

2.
4.



6. lf you chose/would choose to have an out-ofdoors union ceremony, what values did

you/would you consider important to be expressed (e.9., respect for all creatures,

appreciation of the beauty of nature, etc-)?

D Do not know

7. Beyond the meaningfulness of connecting to your partner, in what ways might

unioning out-of-doors create additional meaning for your ceremony (e.9., connection to

landscape or planet, connection to the Creator, etc.)?

tr Do not know

Part 2 - Meaning of Landscape/Nature
This section aims to detèrmine how meaninq in the landscape is conveyed to people'This section aims to

B. What qualities of the landscape/nature contribute most to your enjoyment .oj 
out-of-

doors aclivities (e.g., vibrant colours, movement of light, sound of birds, etc.)?

determine how meaning in the

! Do not know

9. Of the following aspects of your experience in the
most important to you? Please rank in the order you
being the most imPortant:

_ Physical exercise
_ Appreciation of scenic

views

10. Would you say that there is a link between the ways in which you are spiritual and

how you relate to the landscape/nature (e.g., contemplation in nature, prayer in nature'

Social interaction
Solitude/contem plation

etc.)?
D Yes, Please exPlain:

I No, please explain (then skip to #12):

1 1. lf yes to #10, which aspects of the landscape/nature are most important to your

spiritual beliefs (e.g., water, sky, animals, etc.)?

landscape/nature, which are the
consider most imPortant, with 1

S piritual/supernatural
connection
Other(s):
Do not know



12. Are there any aspects of the landscape/nature which you currently/would like to

celebrate (e.g., seasonal changes, migration of birds, etc')?

! Yes, Please exPlain:

D Do not know

!No
13. Have you ever partaken in any ritual(s)which occur(s) in the landscape/nature (e.9.,

Halloween, Folk Festival, Sundance, etc')?
o Yes, please explain (including location(s)

trNo

14. lf yes to #13, what do you consider the most important feature(s) of this/these

locatión(s) in terms of realizing this/these ritual(s) (e.9., view of sunset, access to water,

etc.)?

Background I nformation

15. Please indicate Your age:

! Under 18

D 18-25
o 25-30

16, Please indicate Your gender:

OM

17. Do you
! Yes
trNo

OF

have a partner (e.g., girlfriend/boyfriend, married, common-law, etc.)?

18. Do you have any belief systems that affect your perception of unioning?

! Yes, Please exPlain:

- please indicate the gender of your partner:

! Do not know
DNo

19. Where do these belief systems come from?

! Culture:-

! 30-40
! 40-60
E 60+

! Religion:

Thank you for your time and participation in this study. Your responses will
provide valuabte input and are greatly appreciated'

*lf you wish to have feedback on the results of this study, please indicate your

e-mail address:

o Social GrouP:
! Other(s):
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